Title word cross-reference

(2, 2) [KSSY12, LTC+15b], (K_N) [Bai10, YC11], (n, t, n) [LHYZ12], (t, n) [QD16, ZPYW12]. 0 [XHX+17]. 1 [XHX+17]. 1, 2, 3 [SMDS11]. 11 [LJ17]. 13 [Bl05]. 2 [DBPS12, EAA+16, ESS12, JR13, MCD12, PGL10, WY12]. 22 [MN12]. 2k [Sun16]. 3 [AP10, CG12b, DWWZ12, FWS13, GZHD12, GH11a, KWS+12, LJ17, LJ15, MKH+12, RS16, SS10b, SS12a, SGS14, WSSO12, tWmC12, YT11a, Y14, YPRI17]. 32 × 32 [SA14]. 3 × 3 [ÂMVZ12]. 4 [COP14, D12, HLXS14]. $49.00$ [Sch15a]. 8 [LPO+17]. $89$ [APPVP15]. = [JUW10]. + [PYH+18]. 2 [YNX+16]. 3 [LHM14]. $^{MT}$ [HRB13]. α [TTL10]. c [KRDH13]. d [QD16]. $d \times d$ [KA17]. $t$ [ZTL15]. $F_{p + \nu F_{p}}$ [WGF16], $\gamma$ [D12]. GF(2)[x] [SF12]. GF(2m) [SKH15]. GF(2n) [LBOX12]. K [FXP12, FR16, CHX13, ZHT16]. L(1/4 + o(1)) [Jou13]. $M$ [MMSD13, ÔSî]. F_q producing [AMORH13]. $F_q$ [SS13]. $N\P$ [HN10]. GF(q) [Lp10]. LWE [BV14], µ [Jia14a]. N [FR16]. $n \times k(k \geq n/2)$ [MC11]. $O(d^{3})$ [KA17]. $O(n^{2})$ [KS11]. $P$ [DG17]. $\pm 1$ [HZW+14]. q [GMS11]. S [LJ15]. t [HJM+11, Ob11]. w [Kre13].

-private [HJM+11]. -Round
[COP14, LJ17, Blo15]. -SDH [GMS11].
-trimmed [TTL10].

.onion [Boy16].

0.13um [KLM+12].

1 [AAE+14, Ano15b, BH15, CGCS12, Ful10, MSas12, SKP15]. 1-58488-551-3 [Ful10].
’10 [Ano10]. 1024 [Bro17, Win17]. 10th
[LTW11, Pie10, Sah13]. 11th
[GG10, Lin14b]. 128 [TSLL11]. 128-Bit
[GV14b]. 12th [BC11, LH10a]. 13-round
[TSLL11]. 13th [Che11]. 15th
[Dan12, FBM12]. 16 [ZAG19]. 160 [WLC12].
16th [Abe10]. 17th [LW11a, Wes16, Ano10].
18th [MV12]. 192 [Blo15]. 1st [CGB+10].

2.0 [NVM+17, PC16]. 2000 [ZC12]. 2003
[Sha10]. 2008 [Mei10]. 2010
[Ano10, Ano11b, CGB+10]. 2011
[Wes16]. 21st [IEE13, JY14]. 256
[AKY13, App15, MAK+12]. 29th [Gil10].
2D [HIDFGPC15].

3 [ABM+12, jCPB+12, Ful10, LC17]. 30th
[Rab10]. 31st [PJ12]. 384-bit [MMN12].
3GPP [FPBG14].

4 [Jac16, YYO15]. 42-step [AKY13]. 4765

5/3 [Ara13]. 512 [GV14b]. 512-bit
[APPVP15]. 51st [IEE10]. 52nd [IEE11b].
5G [CML+18, FMA+18]. 5th
[BYL10, vDKS11].

6 [Ano17b, Bai12, Mur10]. 65th [Nac12].

72 [HYS18]. 768-bit [KFL+10].

8.8/11.2 [GLIC10]. 802.11
[FLH13, ZBR11]. 802.11s [BOB13].
802.15.4 [NBZP17]. 802.16e [CL11]. 85
[WZM12a].

959 [ÁCZ16]. 978
[Ano15b, Ano17b, Bai12, Mur10].
978-0-691-14175-6 [Ano17b].
978-0-8218-8321-1 [Sch15a].
978-1-4200-4757-8 [Joh10].
978-1-78548-004-1 [Ano15b].
978-1-84832-615-6 [Bai12].
978-3-540-49243-6 [Mur10]. 9798
[BCM12, BCM13]. 9th
[Cra12, GLIC10, HWG10].

AAA [BT18, MLM16]. AAA-based
[MLM16]. A AoT [FQZF18]. Abandon
[Lec15]. ABE [FJHJ12, HQZH14, QZZ18,
TY16a, YMC+17, ZSW+18b]. abelian
[CDLSY14, LR15]. ability [WS12]. absence
[AGH+17]. Abstract
[Bull10a, CFR11, MZ17b]. abuse
[JSMG18, QRW+18]. Accelerating
[CMB+16, DOS15, SKH15]. Accelerator
[MRL+18, PC16, WOLP15]. Accelerators
[AQ17, GP17, HKL+14, BAB+13].
ACCENT [PP11]. Acceptance [SPM+13].
Access [AWSS17, BFK+10, CO11, CGH11,
DLZ+16b, FCM14, HP12, LPL15, MK12b,
NA10b, PB12, QZL+16a, RSN14, SC14,
SC12, WS13, XMCL13, YTH17, YSS14,
ATKH+17, ACK+10, AMHJ10, CLH+16,
Cra11, DFJ+10, FNWL18, FS18, HZL18,
JAS+11, LCL+17a, LCL+15, MLM16,
NZM10, NAL17, QCX18, Shy15, Tan12b,
TODQ18, Wan18, WS12, XHH12, ZZ15,
ZML17, ZVH14, ZDW+16, ZWS+18,
ZF+18]. AccessAuth [TODQ18].
accessing [CSD18]. Account [Bro11].
Accountable [SCGW+14, YMC+17, ZZ12].
Accumulable [SEX18]. accumulator
[KYH18, LZY+16]. accumulator-based
[LZY+16]. Accumulators [PTT16].
al-Qaeda
[Mac14, Keb15]. al.[ABJ13, SPLHCB14].
Alan [CS12, Don14, Hel17, LCKBJ12].
Algebra [Xie12, BS15, Bul10b, CFR11, DWZ12, FGPGP14]. Algebraic
[SK11, Tam15, Wat10, Bul10a, CFR11, DWZ12, FGPGP14].
Algorithm [ABCL17, Ano11b, AK14, BGT14, BKL18, CNR14, jCPB+12, ESS12, GKS17, JLL12, JSZ12, JHNN12, JL16, KB10, LL11, LT14a, LLL17a, MRL+18, NMMW16, NV10, RR11, RVRSM12, WHZ12, WZCC18, YPRL17, YH16, ZSW+12, Ant14, CG12b, Chm10, EEA13, JK13, Jou13, KY10, KHM13, LC17, LR15, MS12a, MM14b, MNX+16, MN14, PGL10, PA10, PC14, SH11, SL10, SWW+17, jTL12b, TTL10, WZG+12, XTK10, YWL+17, ZLW+12, ZL12, ACZ16, ZOC10].
Algorithmic [GO17, AY12].
Algorithmics [Gas13].
Algorithms [AMKA17, AB10b, BCG12a, BJ10, CN12, GP17, KRD13, MR14a, MM17, TKM12, WH18, YS15, ZW15, AGHP14, Fri10a, Mac12, NAACL12, NC13, O10, O18, Xie12].
Ali [ABJ13].
Alignment [Don14, IA15].
Allowing [PRC12]. Allows [Bro17].
Almost [BKST18, FFL12, GDCC16, Oba11].
Almost-Tight [GDCC16].
Almost-Universal [BKST18].
Alter [SMOP15].
alternate [ZLW+12].
Alternating [BKS12, HD15].
AMBTC [KSSY12].
America [AB10a, Bha16, Fag17].
American [Sch15a, Mun17]. Americans [ABJ13]. among [BP11, MP16+16, SS17].
amount [EEAZ13]. Amplification [ABF12, HMR14].
Analog [KOP12, SOS15].
Analyses [ZPXX17]. Analysing [GRL12].
Analysis
[ABS+12, ARD12, BRS17, BBB+16a, BC14, BS14, BKL18, CFE16, CC+16, CGL+12, DKMR15, FSWF11, GZZ+13, GWM16, GLG12, HC12, HHH+13, HZWW17, HB17, IBM13a, IS12, JT12a, KE19, KOP12, Kre13, LPS12, LTKP16, LCK11, LWW16, LG LL12, MD12b, MAS16, MRTV12, MR10, NDC+13, NSA15, NAL17, PH12a, PFS12, PS14, RZZ+15, Rao10, RBS+17, SK11, SY15a, SR12a, Shi11, SZDL14, SCGW+14, VK15, WDDW12, YZLC12, ZH15, ZAG19, Aia15, AC16, AN15, BNY14, CFH+13, CFL13, DMV15, DK17, DWH+13, DMIT12, FT10+10, FAS+18, FHM+12, HM10, Lan11, MFH13, NLYZ12, PPA18, PL16, QGGL13, RT10+11, SKE14, TOL+14, TLM13, Tso13, VS11, Ven14, ZZ17].
Analysis-Based [RZZ+15]. Analytic [Kuz11, Sha10, ZW15].
analytical [CDPLCA16, TKMZ13].
analyzing [HREJ14, YGD+17].
Ancient [Fox13, Rao10].
Android
[Chi13b, EB10, FHM+12, SFE10].
Android-Powered [SFE10].
Angle [ZPW16, PKS18].
Angle-Based [ZPW16].
Angular [pNyWyY+14].
Anisotropic [ZC14].
Annotated [ATS15].
Announcing [SBK+17].
Annual
[Ano10, EIE10, IE11b, PJ12, Gil10, Rab10].
anomaly [AKKY17].
Anonymity [CDFS10, HEC+12, MV16b, MR10, SCGW+14, VF17, WLY17, AIB+16, BAG12, GH16, HRL11, Par12b, PSJ+13, SGJ+18, WW14, YHL16, ZK11].
Anonymity-Based [HEC+12].
anonymity-preserving [AIB+16].
anonymization [XTK10]. anonymized [BDK11, TG12].
anonymizing [TMK11].
Anonymous
[CG12a, CZLC12a, CCF17, Chi12, DK12, FHH10b, FHZW18, HLT+15, KP18, LIK+17, LZ14, MF16, Per13, RSN14, TAKS10, Wan14, WXL+17, WYML16, ZJ14, ZMW16, AIK18, AT11, BT18, CCA11, Ch13a, CGH11, FSGW12, GT19, HL14, ISC+16, LNK+18b, LHM14, LYL15, LY14, MYYR13, QMC17, VS11, WLS14, YZL+18].
ANSI
[Ano15d, BRS17, BMS12, Bro17, CJP12, DSB15, FXP+17, zGXW12, GV14b, GDC16, HCETPL+12, HLAZ15, JHL12, JKP12, LLSW16, LGL+12, LJ17, LCLW17, LWKP12, LWPF12, MS12b, Pud12, SP13, SDM+12, WLC12, XJWW13, Ano17a, Blo15, BNST17, CJP15, DDFR13, FLZ+12, Goo12, KA17, LLY+12a, LC13, LYHH14, LWKP14, MBB11, MNP12, NZL+15, SB17, SXL16, WYL13].

Attiacker [PLGMCdF18].

Attackers [BL15].

Attacks [ARP12, Ano17e, BGK12, BFK16, BKBK14, Che15, CMA14, DGIS12, DHLAW10, DHB16, EWS14, GPT14, HLLG18, Hay13, HRS16, JSDK+16, JWJ+17, KNR10, LLC11, LWZ12, LWCJ14, LCL17b, MD12b, PYM+13, PS12, Sas12, SEY14, SY15a, SP15a, SH15, SVG16, SGH15, WW14, WHN+12, XNG+14, YL17, YCM+13, ZLQ15, ZHS+19, AATM18, BBBP13, BVIB12, BSR+14, CGH17, dCCSM+12, DCAT12, DJL+12, DK17, Dra16, EA12, FTV+10, FIO15, GPP+16, GBNM11, KM10a, KPS10, LWK11, NDN13, OF11, PX13, SGP+17, TK19, TS16a, TY16b, TLL13, VS11, WWBC14, XWDN12].

Tryp[Fel13].

Attentation [FQZF18].

ATTiny [EGG+12].

Attribute [AAC+16, AHL+12, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, CD18, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GL12, GVW15, HSMY12, Her14, KGP12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LjlC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, OT12, PPA18, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TYM+17, WDC18, WHL15, XMLC13, XWLJ16, XHX+17, ZPM+15, ZQQ15, ZM17, AGL+12, CDL18, Her14, WHL16, CPPT18, HZL18, HYS18, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LY15, LWJ+17, LWY18, LDZW19, QRW+18, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZML17].

Attribute-Hiding [OT12, ZWM14].

Attributes [CG12a, Yon11, LCL+17a].

Attribution [AAC+16, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GVW15, HSMY12, HSS12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TYM+17, WDC18, WHL15, XMLC13, XWLJ16, XHX+17, ZPM+15, ZQQ15, ZM17, AGL+12, CDL18, Her14, WHL16, CPPT18, HZL18, HYS18, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LY15, LWJ+17, LWY18, LDZW19, QRW+18, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZML17].

Attribute-Based [AAC+16, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GVW15, HSMY12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TYM+17, WDC18, WHL15, XMLC13, XWLJ16, XHX+17, ZPM+15, ZQQ15, ZM17, AGL+12, CDL18, Her14, WHL16, CPPT18, HZL18, HYS18, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LY15, LWJ+17, LWY18, LDZW19, QRW+18, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZML17].

Attributes [CG12a, Yon11, LCL+17a].

Attribution [XHC+12, FNP+15].

Auction [Con10, HJM+11].

Auctions [MR14c, QS18].

Audit [YNR12b].

Auditing [XMD+16, TCN+17, YYS+16, YXA+16].

August [AB10a, JY14, MV12, Rab10].

Austin [IEE13].

Authentic [HLT+15, SZMK13].

Authenticate [HM12].

Authenticated [Ao12, BCO13, BDM16, CLL16, CLY14, CCS14, CRE+12, DS11, EAA12, ESS12, FVS17, FFL12, GTT11, GL12, GZ12, HC12, HL10a, HCL+14, HEC+12, KMY18, LHK10, LY16, LH11b, LCCJ13, LTT10, MR14a, MMY12, MMS17b, MHKS14, MSU13, PTT16, Sar10b, Smi11b, Tan11, TW14, XL+12, XCH+12, XGLM14, XZL15, YS12, YLW13, YXT+16, Yon12, ZPZ+16, ZXH16, AIB+16, CTL13, FA14b, FIO15, GPN+12, GLM+11, HPC12, HWB12, HL11, HPY10, ISC+16, KMTG12, LWS10, LHH11, LML+13, NCL13, Nos11, Nos14, PPTT15, PJ18, SMBA10, TCS14, Tso13, TKHK14, WZM12a, WZM12b, WTT12, XWXC14, XCL13, XWZ+18, YC12, YZZ+14, YZZ+18, ZT16, ZXWA18, ZG10, ZZZ15].

Authenticating [BS12, CHX13, GRL12, OKG+12, RGP12, WY12, ZCS15, Cer18, LFGCCGP14, PGL10, ZLDD14].

Authentication [ASO14, AAZ+16, AUMT16,
ABB19, BL12, BCE\textsuperscript{+12}, BCM12, BSSV12, Bel18, BKST18, BCD\textsuperscript{+12}, Bis17, BF11, Boy16, BKJP12, BS12, CGCGPDMG12, CTC\textsuperscript{+15}, CC14, CS\textsubscript{H}18, CCW\textsuperscript{+10}, CCF17, CJ13, CD12, CJ1P12, CLH13, DL15, DBPS12, DKPW12, DP12, FLH13, FR16, FMTR12, FD11, GHS14, Gli12, GI12, GM14, GU13, GMV17, GCK12, HZC\textsuperscript{+12}, HcS12, HLLC11, Har13, Hay13, HBCC13, HM10, HCP\textsubscript{L}SB12, HCETPL\textsuperscript{+12}, HKL\textsuperscript{+12}, HXC\textsuperscript{+11}, HLCL11, IGR\textsuperscript{+16}, JN12, JCM12, Jia17, JAE10, KP12, KS18, KRM\textsuperscript{+10}, KSD\textsuperscript{+17}, KPC\textsubscript{S}12, KLM\textsuperscript{+12}, KO16, KH10, LLC11, LH12, LLG15, LCLL15, LNZ\textsuperscript{+13}, LZCK14, LNXY15, LLZ\textsuperscript{+12}, MWZ12, MEFO12, MKH\textsuperscript{+12}, MBC15, MRRT17, MRS\textsuperscript{+17}, May15, MLBL12, Mor12, MSKRJ17, MPM\textsuperscript{+17}, NR11, NR12, NLLJ12, NLY15, OdH12, OOS12, PCDG14, PPRT12, PDT12.

**Authentication**

[PWVT12, RS11, RWLL14, RNS14, SGG18, Saa12a, SBS\textsuperscript{+12}, Sar12, SGC16, Sch15b, SKV12, ST14, SM12, SD12, Shi11, SGC14, SSA13, SC12, SZDL14, SHS12, SAA12b, SRK\textsuperscript{+17}, TGC16, TYK\textsuperscript{+12}, TM12, Vet10, WgMdZi12, WHZ12, WZXL12, WgMW12, WZCC18, WSS12, Xi1o, YTP11, YFT17, ZBR11, ZHW\textsuperscript{+16}, ZLDD12, ZLDC15, AMN18, AaBT16, ABK13, AATM18, Aia15, AL15, AHM\textsuperscript{+18}, APK\textsuperscript{+18}, Alp18, AIKC18, ACF16, AZF\textsuperscript{+12}, ATI\textsuperscript{+10}, AN15, ACM12, BS13a, BD18, BCM13, BGAD12, BLAN\textsuperscript{+16}, BAL10, BM12, BHvOS15, BT18, BTW15, BM11, CLM\textsuperscript{+12}, CML\textsuperscript{+18}, CLP\textsuperscript{+13b}, CTL12, CXX19, CSD18, CH10, CCSW11, CHS11, CLHJ13, CZ15a, Chi13a, CJ1P15, Cho14, CL11, DCAT12, DSCS12, DLK\textsuperscript{+16}, DMV15, DLN13, DZS\textsuperscript{+12}, DMT12, uHAN\textsuperscript{+18}, EA12, ED19, EA11, FPBG14, FH110a, FLL\textsuperscript{+14}, FP12, Far14, FA14a, FHZW18, FQZF18, FMA\textsuperscript{+18}.

**authentication**

[GJ13, GMSW14, GHD19, GLLZ13, GH16, GAI\textsuperscript{+18}, GCS\textsubscript{AddP}11, GLB\textsuperscript{+18}, GTSS19, HU15, HSH11, Ham12, Ham19, HDP13, HZC\textsuperscript{+14}, HZW17, HL14, HCM11, HLC16, HCC10, HS11, IMB17, IC17, IG11, IB11, IOV\textsuperscript{+18}, Jac16, JNUH17, JKAU19, Jia16, JKL\textsuperscript{+16}, JMW\textsuperscript{+16}, JAS\textsuperscript{+11}, JXLZ15, KPP16, Kem11, KKG14, KS\textsuperscript{B}17, KVvE18, Kza11, Kim16, KIH19, KP18, KPB17, KLV\textsuperscript{+16}, KDW\textsuperscript{+17}, LLLS13, LLZ\textsuperscript{+16}, LC17, LH11a, LT13, LH10c, LNM\textsuperscript{+11}, LMJC11, LX1MW12, NLLK13, LXC14, LIK\textsuperscript{+17}, LCM\textsuperscript{+17}, LNK\textsuperscript{+18a}, LWK\textsuperscript{+18}, LNK\textsuperscript{+18b}, LH14, LIT14, LW111, LTH\textsuperscript{+15a}, LLY15, LBR12, LTT10, MM12, MCN\textsuperscript{+18}, MvO11, MMP19, MA17, MS817c, MK12a, NR17, NAACL12, NCCG13, NLYZ12, NB13, OF11, OCDF11, OYH14, PYH\textsuperscript{+18}, PY10, Par12b, PLGM10A, PZBF18, PA10, PKA15, PRN\textsuperscript{+19}, QMC17, QMW17, SPLC14, SB17, SGGR\textsuperscript{+16}, Sar10a, SGI\textsuperscript{+18}, hSZ11, SCH10, SA15, SYW17, SSS11].

**authentication-chaining**

[EA11].

**authenticators**

[SYY17].

**authenticity**

[ADF12].

**Authority**

[LNXY15, XZLW15, ZQQ15, JB11, ZZ12].

**Authorization**

[CS14, LMGC17, MPM\textsuperscript{+17}, YKK18, AL15, DFJ\textsuperscript{+17}, JAE10, JAS\textsuperscript{+11}].

**Authorized**

[HTC15, LLSW16].

**Authorship**

[BTW15, BAG12, LCM\textsuperscript{+17}].

**Autoblocking**

[YS16].

**Automata**

[CCD15, Gas13, dRS12, HBBR1M\textsuperscript{+16}, SS11, WOLS12].

**automata-based**

[SS11].

**Automated**

[CCK12, CCC16, DRS16, GLLS12, LGM\textsuperscript{+16}, Ste15a, Tom16, YSS14].


Bandwidth-Efficient [LLZ$^{+12}$. Banking [KSD$^{+17}$, RBS$^{+17}$, KV+E18]. banned [Eve16]. BANs [BLL$^{+19}$. Baptiste [Dew11]. Barbara [Rab10]. Barcodes [WY12]. Barrier [JR14, KS11]. barriers [LKKL13]. base [MS12a, XSWC10]. Based [ADM12, AGW15, ASM12, AAC$^{+16}$, ABCI17, Ano11b, ASS15, AYS15, BWLA16, BL12, BBB$^{+16}$a, BSSV12, BH12, BKPW12, BRT12, BHH$^{+15}$, BS13b, BFK$^{+10}$, Bon12, BSJ15, Boy13, BKJP12, BDH11, BCF$^{+14}$, CML15, CL16, CGMO14, CCM17, CSH$^{+18}$, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CLHC12, CCZC13, CLY14, CZLC14, CST$^{+17}$, CGL$^{+12}$, CDD13, CGY$^{+13}$, CD12, Chl12, CK18, CD16, DSSM14, DA12, DLZ$^{+16}$b, EM12, EKB$^{+16}$, FM15, FHH10b, FHR14, FZT14, FGM10, FVS17, FSX12b, FSX12c, FSX12a, GWWC15, GZZ$^{+13}$, GSW$^{+16}$, GV14b, GI12, GY13, GDC16, GVW15, GJJ15, GJZ17, HZC$^{+12}$, HSMY12, HSM14, HL10a, HZX15, HCPLSB12, HK$^{+12}$, HG12, HMR12, HSA14, HPO$^{+15}$, HKR$^{+18}$, HGT15, HLC$^{+14}$, HLN$^{+10}$, Hul13, HRS16, HBG$^{+17}$, HEC$^{+12}$, HP12, JTH$^{+16}$, JHHN12, JEA$^{+15}$, JKH12, KS18, KZG10, KK12, KKA15, Kha10, KLY$^{+12}$, KSSY12, KPKS12, KRB12, KAK18, KS15].

Based [LMGC17, LMG$^{+18}$, LTKP16, LSL12a, LSL12b, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LH12, LJLC12, LYZ$^{+13}$, LHL$^{+14}$, LTH$^{+15}$, LCC13, LWCJ14, LXXY15, LHL15, LWP$^{+17}$, LGPRH14, LDB$^{+15}$, LD13, LSC12, LBR12, LLH18, MWZ12, MLO17, MEF012, MCD12, MVV12, MD12b, MBC15, MKN13, MZ17b, MCS$^{+15}$, MMS17b, MKF$^{+16}$, MCF17, Men13a, Mor12, MSKR17, MKAA17, Mut16, NC12, NXH$^{+17}$, NXY15, NLLJ12, NLY15, pNyWyY$^{+14}$, OTD10, PB12, PTT16, PYH$^{+15}$, PGN15, PPS12b, PYS18, PG12, PAS13b, PNR17, RVH$^{+16}$, RZZ$^{+15}$, RS16, Rao17, RD17, RVRSCM12, BW12, SSW12, Sar18a, SSS13, Sen17, SJ12, SGP$^{+12}$, SP15b, SSA13, SRAA17, SH15, SGH15, TB18, TKR14, TWZ11, TW12, TWZ$^{+12}$, TMY$^{+17}$, TSH17, TT12, TTH15, TC10, VDB$^{+16}$, VGA15, Vle12, WY10, Wan10, WSS012].
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WHC¹⁵, WP¹⁷, WDCL¹⁸, WSS¹², Wat¹², WLC¹², WDDW¹², WZ¹⁵, WWHL¹², WMS¹², WQZ¹⁶, XNKG¹⁵, XY¹⁸, XXZ¹², XJWW¹³, XWLJ¹⁶, XJW⁺¹⁶]. Encryption [XHX⁺¹⁷, YZ¹², YZX⁺¹², Ye¹⁰, Ye¹⁴, YH¹⁶, YKNS¹², YNQ¹⁵, YKC⁺¹¹, YFK⁺¹², YCZY¹², YKKL¹², ZC⁺¹⁰, ZPM⁺¹⁵, ZDL¹², ZTY¹³, ZWTM¹⁵, ZQK¹⁵, ZMW¹⁶, ZCM¹⁶, ZHW¹⁵, ZY¹⁷a, ZYM¹⁸, ZWS⁺¹⁸, AHSL⁴, AKTH⁺¹⁷, AKKY¹⁷, Ana¹⁴, Ano¹⁵b, Ano¹⁶f, ABR¹², AMHJ¹⁰, ACD⁺¹⁵, AHH⁺¹², BLL⁺¹⁹, BAAS¹³, BC¹⁸, BG¹⁴, BSW¹², BGP⁺¹⁷, CPPT¹⁸, CFVP¹⁶, CFZ⁺¹⁰, CW¹⁴b, CLH⁺¹⁶, CMMS¹⁷, Cizb⁵, CS¹¹, Chm¹⁰, CW¹²a, CDF⁺¹⁰, CM⁺¹³, CGKO¹¹, DLZ¹⁶a, DDM¹⁷, DTZZ¹², Eve¹², Eve¹⁶, FAA⁺¹⁸, FH¹³, FSGW¹¹, FSGW¹², FMB⁺¹⁸, Fay¹⁶, GMOGCCC¹⁵, GH⁺¹³, GHPS¹³, GLM⁺¹⁶, GH¹², GLL⁺¹⁸, HWYW¹¹, HQZH¹⁴, HZL¹⁸, HWDL¹⁶, HZWZ¹⁸, HT¹³, HLRI¹⁰, LCL⁺¹⁹, LLL⁺¹⁸, LDZW¹⁹, LL¹⁶a, LW¹³c, LSC¹², Mar¹²b, MMS¹⁷c, Mes¹⁵, Mid¹⁰, Mon¹³, MSAS¹³, NES⁺¹⁴, PPA¹⁸, Pet¹², QRW⁺¹⁸, Ran¹⁶, R¹⁰, RWZ¹³, RPSL¹⁰, SES⁺¹⁶, SE¹⁸, Sar¹¹, SYL¹³, SE¹⁴, SE¹⁶, SH¹¹, SM¹¹, SN¹⁴, SLZ², SYB¹⁵b, Shal¹³, SGFCRM⁺¹⁸, SLM¹⁰, SKB⁺¹⁷, Spa¹⁶, SGP⁺¹⁷, SGM¹⁶, Tam¹⁵, TPL¹⁶, tJ¹²b, WGJT¹⁰, WY¹⁰, WYYZ¹¹, WYYY¹¹, WHY⁺¹², WDZL¹³, WLFX¹⁷, Wan¹⁸, WGZ⁺¹², WLS¹⁴, WCCH¹⁸, XWZW¹⁶, XWXO¹⁴, XSWC¹⁰, XXX¹⁵, XWS¹⁷, XWZ⁺¹⁸, YT¹¹b, yYqWqZC¹³, Yan¹⁴, YZCT¹⁷, YHMM¹⁸, YCT¹⁵, YLZ⁺¹⁶, YL¹¹, ZWQ⁺¹¹, ZZ¹¹, ZLW⁺¹², ZXJ⁺¹⁴, ZWM¹⁴, ZT¹⁴, Zha¹⁵a, ZCC¹⁵, ZML¹⁷, ZYC⁺¹⁷, ZCL⁺¹⁹, ZZ¹², ZL¹², ZDW⁺¹⁶, ZY¹⁷b, Zhi¹³, Wan¹⁴, LAL⁺¹⁵, Sar¹⁸a, Kat¹³]. encryption-based [BC¹⁸, XZW⁺¹⁸]. Encryption/Decryption [KB¹⁰]. 

Encryptions [zGXW¹², LG¹², SLY⁺¹⁶, RD¹⁷]. Encryption/Decryption [KB¹⁰]. 

Encyclopedia [vTJ¹¹]. End [Ano¹⁵c, BRR⁺¹⁵, BGP⁺¹⁷, CFE¹⁶, Chn¹⁶, RST¹⁵a, RST¹⁵b, Chi¹³a]. End-to-End [CFE¹⁶, RST¹⁵a, RST¹⁵b, Ano¹⁵c, BRR⁺¹⁵, BGP⁺¹⁷]. endomorphism [FWS¹³]. Endomorphisms [AK¹⁴, LGH⁺¹⁷], enemies [Fag¹⁷], Enemy [BC¹⁴, CAC¹⁴]. Energetic [PDMR¹²]. Energy [Ano¹⁵d, AZF⁺¹², ABC⁺¹⁷, Bla¹⁶, JEA⁺¹⁵, LSC⁺¹⁵, MP¹², PAF¹⁸, TLCF¹⁶, TCN⁺¹⁷, VN¹⁷, CZ¹⁴, ZTZ¹⁶]. Energy-Efficient [MP¹², TLCF¹⁶]. Energy-Harvesting [ABC⁺¹⁷]. Energy-time [Ano¹⁵d], Enforced [Set¹⁶], Enforcement [LLZ⁺¹⁷, Tan¹⁵a, Cra¹¹]. engagement [LSBN¹⁴], engaging [ISC⁺¹⁶], engine [BS¹³a], Engineering [Bel¹⁸, FSK¹⁰, GHD¹⁹, LLK¹⁸, SM¹⁷a, MP¹², PGLL¹⁰, TQL⁺¹⁴]. Engines [LB¹³, BGC⁺¹³]. enhance [CZ¹⁴, SLM¹⁰]. Enhanced [DTE¹⁷, KY¹⁰, KKM⁺¹³, MS¹⁷, SGG¹⁸, TV¹⁵, YCC¹⁶, AMN¹⁸, ACK⁺¹⁰, DLK⁺¹⁶, GM¹⁶, LNKL¹³, YQOL¹⁷]. Enhancement [FSX¹²b, LA¹⁵, NNA¹⁰, CHS¹¹]. Enhancements [FSX¹²c], Enhancing [CSW¹², IA¹⁵, Lan¹³, YS¹⁵]. Enigma [KM¹⁵, KM¹⁶, LHA⁺¹⁶, Orel¹⁴, Ano¹⁶c, Bur¹¹, Kap¹¹, Kap¹³, McG¹¹, McK¹²]. Enigmas [Bat¹⁰]. Enough [JCM¹², Ano¹⁴]. Enrollment [YWZ⁺¹²], ensuing [SS¹⁷]. Entanglement [Ano¹⁵d, JEA⁺¹⁵]. Entanglement-Based [JEA⁺¹⁵]. Enterprise [TGC¹⁶, Din¹⁰, NB¹³]. Enterprises [KCR¹¹]. Entities [GZ¹²]. Entity [BCM¹², BCM¹³], Entropy [DSSDW¹⁴, DK¹⁶, KPW¹³, VS¹⁶, YGFL¹⁵,
BNY14]. Entropy-Based [YGFL15].

tenTTs [YL17], enumerators [ÖS11].

Environment
[AARJ12, BCGN16, KKA15, MLO17, 
MRS+17, RQD+15, SGG18, TV15, YMA17, 
FHZW18, GA1+18, HLYS14, KKM+14, 
Kim16, NR17, Par12b, SKB+17, WL12, 
WCFW18, WT10a, XXX15, YWK+10a].

Environments [HLKL15, LQY10, PAS13b, 
TMGP13, CLHJ13, CTL13, KPP16, KAS15, φN18b, LW13a, LCY+16, NACLR12, 
SCY15, Tan12b, VDO14]. Eof [Gup15].

ePassport [ABIC16], Ephemerizer
[Tan15a].

Epistemic [Sch12c]. EPR
[UUN11]. Equality [HTC+15, LLSW16, 
MZN15, HTC17, ZCL+19]. Equational
[AHRJ12]. Equations [BB10, SR12a]. Equi
[PD14]. Equi-Join [PD14]. Equipollent
[Ber17]. Equijoin [WP17]. Equivalence
[AHRJ12, CCK12, CCCL16, GLW12, SS13, 
WGD18, HKT11]. era [QCHX18, ABJ13].

Ergodic [IAD10]. Erratum [YFK+12].

Error [KW14, LSC+15, MCP15, TCF16, 
ATI+10, Chl13a, LTT10]. Error-correcting
[MCP15, LTT10]. Errors [TM18, CSS+13].

ErsatzPasswords [GAS+16]. Escrow
[MR10, WLY17, ZLH+12, HXXK13].

Escrow-Free [ZLH+12]. Escrowable
[NCL13]. eSkyline [BKV13]. Espionage
[LIJ+14]. Essay [Bai12]. Essays [Nac12].

Establishing [DKL+16, GSFT16].

Establishment
[ASN12, Ano11b, BCO13, DL12, NYR+14, 
GTSS19, SZMK13, ZPZ+16, ZW+18].

Estimation [BCF16, GSN+16]. Estonian
[Ano17c]. Ethernet [KCR11]. EU [PH12b].

EUCRYPT [PJ12, Gil10]. Europe
[GOPB12, Mid10]. European [GOPB12].

Evaluating [RAZ15, WP15]. Evaluation
[BKL16, CGCS12, DM15, EGG+12, 
KV+E18, KLM+12, MKN13, MLBL12, 
SMOP15, ZLDD12, FPBG14, TPKT12, 
ZZKA17, ZLDD14]. Evaluations [ZM16].

Evaluators [ZZKA17]. Evasive [BBC+14].

Eve [AAE+14, ERLM16, FH+12]. Even
[AR14, LPS12, Ana14, DKS12].

Even-Mansour [LPS12]. EventGuard
[SL11], every [Hof16], everyday [HST14].

Everyone [Ano15c]. Evidence
[Bla12, SR14], evident [MN10]. Evolution
[LQY10, Tay17, BHvOS15]. Exact
[TKM12]. exam [Mor12]. Examination
[VCK+12]. Evaluating [SP13]. Example
[KDI12b]. Exchange [CLY14, CST+17, 
DG15, FVS17, GZ12, HC12, LY16, MSU13, 
TYM+17, WSA15, WT10b, YS12, YL13, 
YRT+16, Yon12, ZTH16, AKG13, AIB+16, 
FHH10a, FA14b, FIO15, GBNM11, 
GLM+11, Jia14b, KMTG12, LWS10, 
LML+13, SEXY18, TCS14, Tso13, TKKH14, 
WHJ17, WZM12a, WZM12b, WT10a, 
WT12, YW13, ZXY18, ZG10].

Excitation [SOS15]. Exclusive [Men13b].

Execution [AHRJ12, RQD+15, YS15].

Existing [FMA+18, HT13]. Expanding
[MS16, Sch15b]. Expansion [LTC+15b, 
TS16a, BAC+13, Die12, JMK13, Pet11].

Expectations [DY13]. Expected
[DMV15, KOTY17]. Experience [AD12].

Experiences [JAE10]. Experimental
[LCW+16, DHW+13]. Experimentally
[LHA+16]. Experts [Sto12]. Explicit
[AQD12, FHS13, FIO15, ZZC15].

Exploitability [CFN+14]. Exploitation
[MAK+12, NCCG13]. Exploiting
[ACK+10, BDG15, VDB+16, ZW+18].

Exploits [ZGC16]. Exploration
[AUMT16, ABDP15, RYF+13]. Exploring
[Cil11, FNP+15, TCF16, WHC+15].

Exponent [SM10a]. exponentially [RK11].

Exponentiation [VN17], exponents
[SM10b]. Exposing
[EYMT16, OF12, YQH12, YSC+15].

Exposure [BVS+13, TK19], expression
[WR15]. Extend [TMC15]. Extended
[BFMT16, DGP10, Gre17, HZW+14, 
HBG+17, SH15, Yam12, YSC16].

Extending [ZSW+12]. Extensible [YZ12].
Extension [ARH14, EKP+13, GFBF12, GT12, RW12, SGY11, HTC17, ZXJ+14]. Extensions [LWL10b, external [ZZKA17].

Extract [AN12]. Extract-Transform-Load [AN12].

Extractability [BCP14b]. Extractable [CZLC12b, CZLC14, GGH17].

Extraction [BWLA16, GST13, GPT14, PCKP14, GPP+16]. extractors [Zim10].

extraordinary [Hol12]. extreme [GJ13].

Extruded [CJFH14]. Eye [ERLM16, SM13, Tox14].

F5 [LLY+12b]. Fa [FMS12a]. fabricating [WW13]. Fabrication [VDB+16].

Fabrication-Induced [VDB+16]. Face [AQRD12, XHH12]. Facial [KRB12].

facilitate [Chi13a]. Facsimile [Ano16d].

Factor [HXC+11, LLC11, AIB+16, CLP+13b, DMWS12, ED19, HC12, IC17, JKL+16, JM16, Kem11, LNK+18a, LNK+18b, Lit14, WW14, Wat14a].

Factoring [APPVP15, LLML12, MM13].

Factorization [Cou12, FS15, KFL+10, Kuz11, YAM+15, Mes15, TPL16]. Failing [Cer14].

Fails [ABD+15]. Failure [WCL+18]. Fair [ALR13, CSV15, DMM14, DG15, WAS15, SEXY18].

Fair-Exchange [DG15]. Fairness [ALR13, Ash14, GHKL11, Wag16, MV16].

Fake [KU14]. Fallen [HCP12]. False [LLZ+12, CDG12].

Families [BSS+13, KU12]. Family [ARH+18, BMS12, BKST18, DG12, DJG+15, FLS+10, FFL12, GNL12, LYY+18, MGF16, YCL17].

Fanin [SS12a]. Fast [BLAN16, Bui12, CHS15, DSLB18, GSN+16, N12, PRSV17, WHZ12, WBA17, WQZ+13, ZHW+16, FHH10a, KHMB13, MB11].

FastAD [SMBA10].

Faster [CN12, HVL17, TH16, Ant14]. Fault [AMKA17, BMS12, BBB+16a, FXP+17, GST12, JWJ+17, JKP12, JT12a, LGL+12, LCLW17, LGLL12, MKRM10, MKAA17, PH12a, RZZ+15, SEY14, YGD+17, BBP13, PBCC14, WMYR16]. Fault-Based [BBB+16a]. fault-resistant [PBCC14].

fault-tolerant [WMYR16]. FBI [Bha16].

FC [DDS12, Dan12]. FEAD [ZWM14]. Feasibility [AAC+16, FKS+13, WHC+15].

Feature [Ber18, SG+12, FTV+10, GJ13, MHT+13].

Features [Y14, ZTL15, FNP+15, LCM+17, LTC+15a].

Fauveau [Ara13]. February [Ano10, DDS12, Dan12, Dun12b, K11a, Lin14b].

FedCohesion [CCFM12]. Federated [BS13b, CCFM12, CSL+14, CMBS10, JAS+11, TODQ18].


Fiat [BDG+13].

Fibonacci [FM15, LLP+18].

Fibonacci-number [LLP+18].

Fidelity [BCP14a].

Field [CLF+17, GHPS31, HSA14, SS12a, TGC16, ZAG19]. Fields [ARH14, BGT14, HVL17, AA14, BGT13, CZ15a, LBOX12, ŌS11].


Filter [Kaw15, ATKH+17].

filtered [HTC17]. filtered-equality-test [HTC17].

Filtering [LLZ+12, CDG12].

Financial [Ano11b, Ber12, DDS12, Dan12]. Finding [Hof16, Ste15a]. Fine [CDD13, YTH17, ZML17, CLH+16, FSG11].

Fine-Grained [CDD13, YTH17, ZML17, CLH+16].

FinFET [ZJ11]. FinFET-Based [ZJ11].

Finger [KLY+12].

Fingerprint [MR14b, KKG14, ZHH+17].

Fingerprinting [TSH17, ZS12, FLZ+12, RS17].

Finite [BGJT14, CHS15, GMNS15, HVL17, AA14, ...]
CN12, CZF12, CNT12, DOS15, GH11a, GH11b, GHS12, HLLC11, LMGC17, LSLW15, LSC12, MVV12, MSM18a, Nac16, NCCG13, PB12, SGH15, Vai11, WHC+15, XWZ+18, ZZ12, GH13, XZJ+14, ZML17.

Fully-Homomorphic encryption [GH11b].

Fully-Homomorphic-Encryption [CN12].

Fun [APPVP15].

Function [AMPH14, Bee17, BKST18, FLS+10, LyWIZZ2, MMS17b, SGY11, WSSO12, AKY13, AP11, CMMS17, LK14, LP11, RS14, Sar11, SXL16, TQL+14, WYW14].

Functionalities [AS16, BV18, BSW12, Boy13, GGH+16a, GVW12, LQD+16, MVV12, Rus15, Wat12, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZWM14].

Functionalities [JR13]. Functions [ACZ16, ALR13, BCB+14, BKK14, BKPW12, BK12a, CPS16, DQFL12, FLY11, LVV11, NR12, Rja12, RW12, SMS14, SLX+16, Tan12a, YTP11, AY14a, BDP11, CG12b, CQX18, CW12a, ESR14, Gen10, HRV10, Li10, QZDJ16, WT13].

Fundamentals [Joh10]. Further [HCL+14, WHY+12]. Fus [FMS12a].

Fusion [ABCL17].

Future [AYS15, BCB+14, Bon12, CDFZ16, GCK12, HYS18, Mon13, Aso13d, FBPBG14, Mac12, PPA18, PHWM10, MJS13].

Future-proof [Mon13].

Fuzzy [KRDH13, NCL12, SH11, XJJW13, Alp18, KHM13, MMS13, SM11, SN14].

FV [MRL+18].

G [HLYS14].

G2 [BP18].

G2C [BMP12].

GA [MMSD13].

GA-fuzzy [MMSD13].

Gadgets [Gel13].

Gait [XJR+17, XJR+17].

Gait-Based [XJR+17].

Gait-Key [XJR+17].

Gallai [SS10b].

Galois [CFR11, CLF+17, HSA14].

Gambling [Ana14].

Game [MZA+13, LPZJ15, SD10, SKEG14].

Game-theoretic [SD10, SKEG14].

Gap [LRWW14, TMGP13, PPA18].

Gaps [SPM+13, DKL+16].

Garbling [App13].

Gard [Kap11].

Gate [Kar12].

Gates [App13].

Gateway [WZM12a, WZM12b, WLI11, WXK+17].

Gateway-oriented [WZM12a, WZM12b].

Gaussian [HR1+18, YWL+17].

GCD [K111].

GCHQ [Ald11].

GCM [SKK10].

GCM/GMAC [SKK10].

GDL [MMZ12].

Gear [AHS13].

Geckos [GSC17].

Geese [Bai12].

GenePrint [HQY+16].

General [HYS18].

General [Bar16, CJXX19, FJHH12, GFBF12, Gue16, HP12, KOTY17, LPL15, PB12, SJWH+17, YFF12, ABDP15, Bai12, DGJN14, HQZH14, LWS10, WSI2, YCI11, ZYC+17].

General-Purpose [Gue16, ABDP15, DGJN14].

Generalisation [LR15].

Generalised [Hes12].

Generalization [GMNS15].

Generalized [BFMT16, LPL15, PC14, TY16b, Ye14, ZAC17, ADG16, BNST17, KLI11, NC13, YMSH10].

Generated [ADD10, LCL17b, NN12, XYXY11, AGHP14, LW13b].

Generating [Ano16e].

Generator [ADD10, BK12a, CDK+10, MVV12, NNAM10, NKWF14, CFY+10, LGK10, MRT10, PLSvdLE10, SH11, SM11, XSWC10].

Generators [AS17, DSB18, LTKP16, MFG16, NIS12, PFS12, CP13, HRV10, MG15, Sti11, Zim10].

Generic [BWL16, BR14, Chi16, GWWC15, HXC+11, Sar10b, SY15a, WCL+18, ZCLL14, HQY+16, YT11b].

generically [MHKS14].

Genetic [JK13, MM17, ASVE13, EEAZ13, PTK14].

Genius [Hai17].

Genomic [BKLS18, RCP+18].

Gentry [GH11b].

Genuine [HR13].

Genus [FWS13].

Geo [Har14].

Geolocation [Har14].

Geodesics
Handover [HBCC13, LBR12, CLM12, CML18, HZWW17, QMW17, YHL16, YHHS16, YLS12].

Hands [GPT14, BSS11], hands-on [BSS11].

Handshake [KK12, KK13, WZ11].


Hard-to-Invert [ZWTM15]. Hardcover [Joh10]. Harder [KTA12, Sch16]. Hardness [BHKN13, SS13]. Hardware [AW17, BRPB13, BDMLN16, BJCHA17, CMLRHS13, DOS15, ERRMG15, GP17, GCVR17, GCS13, HKL14, HSA14, HC17, HLN10, KAK18, LGH17, LLKA19, LRW14, MLCH10, MCS15, MRL18, MYH18, NDC13, NdMMW16, PC16, PG12, RPM10, SN10, Set16, Tay17, WOLP15, ZHS19, ZAG19, AMN18, BDM18, BGG13, KHF10, MD12a, NS10, Nov10]. Hardware-Assisted [LLKA19]. Hardware-Based [HLN10]. Hardware-Enforced [Set16]. Hardware-Intrinsic [SN10, NS10]. Hardware/Software [MRL18].

hardwares [SKH15]. Hardy [Xie12]. Harmonic [YWNW15]. Harnessing [DFKC17]. Harvesting [ABC17, ZGC16].

HAS-160 [WLC12].

Hash [Ano12, AMPH14, BHH15, BKST18, BK12a, CLP13a, jCPB12, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CZLC14, CJP12, EAA16, FLS10, GI12, HCPLSB12, Hüll13, HRS16, HBG17, MKF16, MCF17, MKAA17, NTY12, NR12, NXB13, PTT16, Rja12, SGY11, WSSO12, ZZM17, AY14a, AKY13, AP11, CJP15, ESR14, KGG14, PPB16, RS14, SPLHCB14, SXL16, WWY14].

Hash-Based [BHH15, GI12, HCPLSB12, Hüll13, HRS16, HBG17, MKF16, MCF17, MKAA17, NXB13, CJP12, CJP15, PPB16, SPLHCB14].

Hashing [AAE14, ASBdS16, BHKN13, BKL13, BP18, Kaw15, CP13].

Haskell [Rus15].

hatching [WYK12].

Health [HSH11, PYH18]. HDH [PDNH15].

Headline [YGFL15]. Healthcare [BN14, HLKL15, ZLDC15, ASO14, Kim16].

Healing [Bla16].

Heartbeat [IA15].

Heartbleed [DKA14, Ven14].

hedging [RY10].

Heights [Gen13].

Helios [CFL16].

Hell [Han12].

Hellman [ABD15, Chi16, Hof16, HLCL11, HLYS14, LZC14, Orm16, RH10].

Helmut [Mur10].

helped [Smi11a].

helper [RWZ13].

HeNB [CLM12].

Herodotus [Keb15, Mac14].

heroine [Fag17].

Heterogeneous [SP15b, AIKC18, ABB19, SZMK13, SCKH10].

Heuristic [BGJ14]. HEVC [DG17, GKS17]. HIBE [LIW11c].

Hickory [NN15].

Hidden [FMS12b, PSS13, YLY12, ZYT13, BDK11, LCL17a, Sch15c, Smi15a].

Hiding [DCA18, GGH16b, GI10, JHNN12, MK12b, OT12, XLM12, XGLM14, ZXW15, Ara13, DDM17, HZ18, KWH16, LXLY12, LT14b, UUN11, WLH13, WZLW13, ZWM14].

hiera [Lac15].

Hierarchical [ADIM2, BSSV12, FSB12, WL11, NMS14, NLY15, OT12, WYML16, ZMW16, ZHW16, DSCS12, HYLB18, KPB17, LFZ17, NM10, RG10, SE14, SE16, WYY12].

Hierarchy [NA10b, VN16].

High [AW17, ASBdS16, Ano17d, ARM15, Bar15, BDL11, DM15, DG17, GL12, GCS13, HZ11, KMP11, KPC16, KAK18, LTKP16, LCK11, LPO17, MS13b, MS13c, PCPK14, WYCF14, WL11, XNRG15, ABB13, GZH12, GCVR17, K13, MAK12, RS17, WLH13, WXY16, WZ11, WKH11].

High-Assurance [Bar15, KMP11, WL11].

high-capacity [GZH12].

High-Dimensional [Ano17d].

High-Efficiency [DG17].

High-Impact
High-Level [AW17, KPC+16, ABBD13].
High-Performance [GCS+13, KAK18, LPO+17, GCVR17].
High-Rate [PCPK14].
High-Security [WYCF14, BDL+11].
High-Speed [ARM15, HZ11, LTKP16, BDL+11, KL13].
high-throughput [YCG14].
Higher [LWKP12, PRC12, gWpNyY+14, ZSW+12, LWKP14].
Higher-Order [LWKP12, PRC12, ZSW+12, gWpNyY+14, LWKP14].
Highly [SZDL14, ACD+15, DT13].
HIGHT [CWP12, WWBC14].
Hijacking [DCAT12].
Hill [KPW13, KA17].
Hillstone [XRT+16].
HILL [KOS16, HAK18].
Himimo [GMRT+15].
Hindering [BTPLST15].
HISS [DT13].
Historians [Cer14].
History [ABJ13, Ano19, Cer14, Cop10a, LT14b, McK10, McK11, SE16, Smi15a].
History-free [SE16].
Hitler [Hea15, Moo14].
HMAC [GWM16, MAK+16, YGS+17].
HMAC-DRBG [YGS+17].
HMAC-SHA256 [GWM16].
Hoc [SH12, PD14, She14, XHC+12, KM10b, LXJ14, SGGCR+16].
Hoffstein [Mei10].
Holden [Ano17b].
Holocaust [Han12].
Holy [Wat15, Mic10a].
home [KPP16, Cor14a].
Homogeneous [HT11].
Homomorphic
AKP12, BV11, BV14, BGV14, CMO+16, CN12, C13, CK18, CNT12, DOS15, GH11a, GH11b, GHS12, GHPS12, KOS16, KGV16, Kim15, Lai17, LCLL15, MLO17, MSM18a, MRL+18, MBF18, Nac16, PTKK12, RCP+18, Tan15b, Vai11, WHC+15, XZW+18, AKKY17, BDOZ11, BC18, C18JX19, CW12a, GH13, GHPS13, GLM+16, LL1W6, SEXY18, Tam15, WSC14, ZXJ+14, ZYC+17].
Homomorphism [Bra13].
Honey [JR14].
Hop [RWLL14, LCT+14].
Hop-by-Hop [RWLL14].
Hose [SR+14].
host [LKKL13, der10].
hostile [CDA14].
CJP12, CJP15, EA12, HQY+16, KI11, KL13, NLYZ12, YTM+14. **identified** [AZH11].

**identifier** [MJS13]. **identifiers** [Cer18].

**Identifying** [CSV15, SVG16, ZCWS15].
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Network-Assisted [KCC17].

network-based [YLS12]. Network-Assisted [She14]. Network-on-Chip [Bis17].

Networking [LCK11, LLZ*17, ZHL15, Kim11, LCM*17].

Networks [ABCL17, ABC*17, BN14, BPSD17, BFM16, CS14, CSH*18, DS11, DF16, FMS12b, GMV17, HZC*12, HBC13, HK14, KH10, LLC11, LL15, LHM*15, LZK14, LWJC14, LLZ*12, MPM*17, NSA15, NRY*14, O012, OKG*12, PYM*15, PCFK14, RWLL14, SWYP12, She14, SP15b, Sm11b, SL11, SZZT18, TCN*17, WXL*17, WLY*15, XHC*12, YM16, ZC13, ZW15, Zha15b, ZLDD12, ZSA12, Aia15, ASO14, APK*18, AIB*16, AIK18, ADF12, BDK11, BLAN*16, BJB16b, CDGC12, CLM*12, CML*18, CLSW12, CL11, DSCS12, DK12, DLN13, EEA13, FA14b, FMA*18, GH16, HGWW11, HZC*14, HZWW17, HCC11, HCM11, HTT*10, HYF18, JN1H17, JLT*12, JMW*16, KMI10b, KLC*10, KO16, KLV*16, KDW*17, LLLS13, LC17, LMC11, LX11, LIK*17, LNK*18b, MSM*18b, QMW17, RP12, SGGR*16, SA12, SGJ*18, SZMK13, LSZZ15, SKK10, TODQ18, TKH14, WGJ10, Wan13, WW14, WXX*17, XW13, XWDN12, XHCH14, XMHD13, YHHS16, ZWQ*11].

networks [ZBR11, ZCLL14, ZTZ16, ZLDD14, ZHH*17, ZX11, LNK*18a].

Neural [CSH*18, SKS*18, YZLC12, EEA13].

Neuroscience [BSR*14, JW14].

Neutrality [Kha10]. Neutrality-Based [Kha10].

Nevada [IEE10]. never [Bai12].

Newly [ABJ13].

Newman [And13].

News [Edw14, Edw17, Sav13a, Sav15, Sav16].

Next [MR14a, MJGS12, Aia15, ACD*15].

Next-Generation [MR14a].

NFC [LY14, Mic16].

NFSR [WGD18].

Niederreiter [HC17, MVVR12].

Nievergelt [Ter11].

Nize [Mac12, LYYH14].

NIZK [Pas13a].

NIZKs [CIKL13].

NN [ZHT16].

No [WDDW12, Wu16, KHH14, MPJ*16].

Nobody [Sto12].

Node [NYR*14, OKG*12, LC17, PX13, SAAB10].

Node-Capture [NYR*14].

Nodes [VGA15, ZYL*10].

Noise [AS11, YMA17, ZHH*17].

Noised [JLS12].

Noisy [AS12, HZW*14].

Non [AS17, AMH*16, BCI*13, C14a, CPS16, D1J*12, DPW18, EKP*13, FHKP17, FMNV14, HKB14, KTT12, LLG15, MFH13, MSas12, OOR*14, Pas13a, RMG18, Svo14, WgMW12, YNQ15, YKHL12, ZLDD12, AY14a, BS15, CS11, ESR14, GIJ*12, Kre13, Lan11, LP11, MA13, MES*16, SXL16, XSWC10, Yan14], non-adjacent [Kre13].

non-associative [BS15].

Non-Black-Box [CPS16].

Non-blind [HKB14, RGM18].

Non-Boolean [AS17].

non-browser [GIJ*12].

non-compliant [Lan11].

Non-contextual [Svo14].

non-cryptographic [AY14a, ESR14].

non-dynamic [SES*16].

Non-interactive [BC1*13, Pas13a, Yan14].

Non-intrusive [MFH13].

non-iterative [SXL16].

Non-Linear [EKP*13, XSWC10].

Non-Linear/Linear [EKP*13].

Non-malleability [KTT12].

Non-Malleable [DPW18, MSas12, C14a, FNMV14, OOR*14, Pas13a, LP11, MSas13].

Non-monopolizable [DJL*12].

Non-perfect [FHKP17].
Non-Repudiation [LLG15].
Non-stationary [ZLDD12]. Non-tamper [WgMW12]. Non-uniformly [YKKL12].
Non-Volatile [AMH+16, YNQ15, CS11]. NonInteractive [KOS16, GOS12].
Nonlinear [CCM+15, KW14, LW13a, Lüd12]. Norm [FHS13]. normal [TY16a].
Normalization [KLY+12, SJ12]. Normalized [YGFL15].
Norman [Low12]. Note [HYS11, Gal13, Hwa11, Lim11]. nothing [Cer15].
Notions [KFOS12, SNJ11, Sar12, BP11]. Novel [CLHC12, KRDH13, LLG15, LyWlZZ12, LH11b, MJGS12, MCS+15, SWM+10, SC12, VN16, WHZ12, WZXL12, YZX+12, Ye14, ZM17, BOB13, CH10, DDFR13, GPLZ13, HCCC11, JXLZ15, LCM11, LMJC11, LH13, LWW+10, LML+13, MRT10, NZL+15, PZBF18, SYW17, Sm16, TG17, jT12b, WYL13, WZG+12, YWT+12, ZBR11].
Number [ADH11, BKL12, CDK+10, DSB18, Fok12, Ham17, KA18, LTPK16, LCLW17, MFG16, NIS12, NNAM10, Sha10, SRAA17, SRK+17, CFY+10, CP13, LLP+18, LGKY10, Lim11, MSL12a, MRT10, Sh11, St11, SXWC10].
LH10a, vDKS11]. Paradigm
[ABGR13, BSV12, Mau12, MP12, WQZ+13].
Parallel [App14, ARM15, BBM15, CGB+10, GP17, LY16, LB13, MCD12, MC11, NdMMW11, SMD11, YE12, CST16, MRT10, RG10, RWZ13, WYY11].
Parameter [NDC+13]. Parameters [HRB13, MBF18]. parametric [Bul10a].
Paranoia [Cor14a]. Park [Ano11c, Bri11, Cop10a, Cop10b, GW14, McK10, McK12, Pea11, Smi11a, Smi15a, Smi15b, Bai12]. Part [Bar16, VM14].
Partial [DLV16, GFBF12, LG12, SGS14, TK19, WDDW12, Bax14]. Partially [KB10]. participants [KSU13, WTT12]. participating [CH10].
Particle [ZS18]. Parties [YCR16, Kip13]. Partitioned [FVS17].
Passau [GLIC10]. PASSERINE [Saa12a].
Passion [Hof15]. Passive [DHB16, GSC17, SB17, BM13, uHAN+18, LWL11, MK12a]. passport [LZJX10].
Password [ASBD16, BRT12, CLY14, DM15, FVS17, FD11, GAS+16, HCL+14, Lop15a, Lop15b, RS11, SD12, Sh11, WgMW12, YLW13, YRT+16, ZHX16, ABK13, AIK18, CTL12, DSC12, FA14a, FIO15, FHV16, GPL13, HCC10, IOV+18, KMTG12, LWS10, LNK13, MM12, MvO11, Tso13, TKHK14, WZM12a, WZM12b, YC12, ZXWA18].
Password-Authenticated [HCL+14, YRT+16, ZXH16, LWS10, WZM12a, WZM12b]. Password-Based [BRT12, CLY14, FVS17, WgMW12, DSC12, FA14a, FIO15, IOV+18, TKHK14]. Password-Only [YLIW13, KMTG12].
Patient-Centric [ZVG16]. Pattern [DCA18, ATK17, uHAN+18, KPS10, OSSI16, PPT15]. Patterns [Ano16a, BPSD17, TSH17, WOLP15, BDK11].
Payment [DG15, SYC+17, SYW17]. Payments [RBHP15, MPJ+16]. PC [YE12].
Perfect [Pas13a, Sch13, CZ15a, FHK17, LL10, LW12, XW12]. perfectly [ADG16]. Performance [Alo12, AW17, AB15, CGL+12, CCG10, DLK+16, DBPS12, EGG+12, ESRI14, FPBG14, GL12, GCS+13, HKL+14, KAK18, LCK11, LPO+17, MH12, SKV12, TPKT12, WDDW12, X12, YWF18, ZLDD12, ABDP15, GCVR17, MMS+17a, MS13c, ZLDD14].
Perform [Ano17d].
perimeter [Cal13]. periodic [KPS10].
periodical [CLW12]. Permission [VN16].
Permutation [LK16, GMS14, LK14]. permutation-based [LK14].
Permutations [ARH+18, BKLS12, Mat14]. Persistent [CSY18, TYK+12, ALL+18, PKE15].
person [PN10]. person-centric [PN10].
Personal [ESS15, LY+13, Rao17, ALL+18, BC18, MvO11, LHL15]. Personalized [FRS+16, AT10]. Personnel [YTH17].
Perspective [KMY18, MSM18a, RSGG15].
LGKY10, LKAT12, QGGL13, RITF+11.

**POWER** [BAB+13]. Powered [SFE10].

**PowerEN** [HKL+14]. Powerful [IF16].

pp [Joh10, Sch15a, CGCS12]. PP-1 [CGCS12].

**PPFM** [MS17]. PPM [XHC+12].

**PQCrypto** [Sen10, Yan11]. Practical [ATK11, BHH+15, BDH11, CLSW12, CGH17, Cra11, DZY10, EA12, FPS12, FSK10, HSA14, HPO+15, HKR+18, LW16, LJWTY18, MBF18, PPTT15, RWWZ13, TSH17, WHLLH16, XW13, YZLC12, ZYD10, ZLW+17, AMS+10, BS13a, CFN+14, JSK+16, LFZ+17, PHGR16, WR15, YKGK13, ZSW+18a].

practicality [NDNR13, Zha15a]. Practice [ABD+15, CDFZ16, FM12, PWVT12, Rog16, RBHP15, RST15a, RST15b, SN10, SAKM16, NS10, Sta11a].

**Practice-Oriented** [Rog16]. Practitioners [PP10a]. Pre [YWL+17, YHHS16].

pre-distribution [YHHS16]. Pre-image [YWL+17]. Preaveraging [GWM16].

**PRECISE** [HYF18]. precision [MN14, SK12b]. Precomputation [GKM16]. Predicate [KHPP16, NMS14, YKNS12, ZYT13, FH13, HFT16].

**Predictability** [DK16]. prediction [CSS+13]. Predictive [TBCB15].


**Preservation** [BCP14a, LLG15, VSV15, Yon11, LVRY10, TMLS12].

**Preserve** [BAG12]. preserved [SWW+17].

**Preserving** [ABCL17, BJ16, BHK13, BJL12, CWL+14, CRE+12, GZZ+13, HSMY12, HLLC11, HXC+11, HHHK14, KS12, LMGC17, LNXY15, LQD+16, NSMS14, OFMR16, PR12, PD14, PSS+13, PPRT12, Pet12, RHV+16, RBHP15, SZDL14, SZQ+17, ZZT18, WPZM16, WZCC18, YKKL12, ZDL12, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZTL15, AKM+11, AKKY17, AIB+16, ALL+18, BLV17, FH13, FMA+18, GH16, GAI+18, GA11, HSH11, IC17, IOV+18, JKL+16, KH18, LHL+18, LW13a, LCY+16, PZBF18, SY+17, Tan12b, TSH14, WLZ+16, YMM13, YNX+16, YL11, ZWY+13, ZOSZ17].

Press [Ano15b, Ano17b]. Press/Elsevier [Ano15b].


**PRIME** [ACK+10, GM13]. Primitive [App15, MCS+15].

Primitives [BSJ15, EAA12, HLN+10, SP15b, ABDP15, BSR+14, Gor10]. PRINCE [BCG+12b].

Princeton [Ano17b]. Principal [BKL18]. principle [WW14].


Priority [LMS16, Bia12]. Prisoners [Mac14, Keb15].

Privacy [AKM+11, AKKY17, ABCL17, ALL+18, ACM12, ABHC+16, BN14, BCF16, BJ16, BLV17, BS13b, BJL12, CVM14, CWL+14, CDFS10, DTE17, ESS15, FGR+17, GZZ+13, HSMY12, HBC13, HXC+11, JN12, KM10b, KCC17, KS12, KH18, LMGC17, LSBN14, LLG15, LNXY15, LQD+16, MYR13, NSMS14, PD14, PSS+13, PPRT12, PZPS15, PSD15, Pet12, RHV+16, RCP+18, RWLL14, RBHP15, SS17, Set16, SZDL14, SZTZ18, SO12, TMLS12, TMSGP13, WPZM16, WZCC18, WMYR16, YMM13, Yon11, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZOSZ17, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZHL15, ZTL15, ACK+10, BP11, BAG12, CDF+10, DZS+12, FH13, FMA+18, GAI+18, HSH11, IC17, IOV+18, JKL+16, Kam16, KKK10, KM14, LHL+18, MZA+13, MGP10, PX13, PZBF18, Sav16, Sch11, SLZ12, SY+17, SCY15, SWW+17, Tan12b, WLZ+16, WWW17, WS13, YSS+16, YXA+18, YQOL17, YNX+16, ZWY+13].

Privacy-assured [WMYR16].
Privacy-Aware [BCF16, MGP10].
Privacy-Based [BS13b].
Privacy-Enhanced [DTE17, ACK+10, YQOL17].
Privacy-Friendly [KCC17, ACM12].
Privacy-Preservation [LLG15].
privacy-preserved [SWW+17].
Privacy-Preserving [ABCL17, BJL16, BJL12, CWL+14, GZZ+13, HSMY12, LMGC17, LNXY15, LQD+16, NSMS14, PD14, PPRT12, Pet12, RVH+16, RBHP15, SZDL14, SZZT18, WPZM16, WZCC18, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZTL15, AKM+11, AKKY17, ALL+18, KH18, ZOSZ17, BLV17, FMA+18, GAI+18, HSH11, LHL+18, PZBF18, SYY+17, Tan12b, ZWY+13].
Private [BKLS18, GM13, Jia14a, QZL+16b, Sia12, WCL+18, Yek10, ZMW16, ZXYL16, HJM+11, HYF18, IK15, WR15].
private-keys [IK15].
Privilege [Cha13c, QRW+18].
Privileged [Din10, WDZL13].
PRNG [DK16].
Proactive [SLL10, WMYR16].
Probabilistic [BFG+14, Rao10, WP17, KSU13].
Probabilistically [IW14].
Probability [DF11, HLC16].
Probability-based [HLC16].
probable [Sav13b].
Probably [MMS17b].
probe [Edw14].
Problem [CLL16, GKS17, LLGJ16, NA10b, TKMZ13, Mes15, MR14c, RH10, VM14].
Problems [Dun12a, Fra15, GTT11, KRDH13, KPC+11, RBS+17, SK14, TPL16, WS14].
Procedure [CS14, ŠO12].
Proceedings [LCK11, Wat10, ACM10, ACM11, Abe10, BC11, CGB+10, Che11, Cra12, Dun12b, FBM12, Gill10, GG10, HWG10, IEE10, IEE11b, IEE13, LW11a, LTW11, Pie10, PJ12, Rab10, Sen10, Yan10, Yan11, AB10a, BL10, GLC10, IEE11a, Kia11, Lin14b, Sah13].
Processing [SAKM16, TKMZ13, VP117, BKV13, HKW+15, MS13b, PRZB12, WS14].
Processor [BH15, CLF+17, HKL+14, LB13, MBR15, YS15, ABDP15, BAB+13, BGG+13, KSH18, SSP+13, Tar10].
Processors [GFB12, Gue16, RYF+13].
Product [ADM12, CCM+15, OT12, YKNS12, Cha13b, DZM17].
Products [LMG+18, RS10].
Professional [STC11].
Profiles [BCF16].
Profiling [DP12].
Profit [APPVP15].
Program [MZ17b, Wal18, CLZ+17, GGH+16b, MFH13].
Programmable [CLF+17].
Programming [Bee17, BCEE15, SY14, ASVE13, HLV10].
Programs [BGI+10, BGI+12, CL16].
Progress [AB10a, BL10, BC11, GG10].
Progressive [SA16a].
Project [ACK+10, SS10c, Wii18].
projective [CZ15a].
Prominent [ABJ13].
Promise [Pan10, PWVT12].
promised [HS11].
Proof [BDHG15, SG15].
Protected [BDGH15, SG15].
Protecting [BAX10a, BL10, BC11, GG10].
Protection [CDD13, GST12, Lop12].
Protected [BDHG15, SG15].
Proportions [Ber12].
Produce [BFMT16], proposed [Bax14].
Protect [CTC+15, YMC+17, BVB12, CDF+10, dCCSM+12].
Protected [BDHG15, SG15].
Protection [CDD13, GST12, Lop12].
Properties [CCK12, CCK16, DQFL12, FY11, JR13, KU12, Sch12c, CLCZ10, WT13].
Property [HEC+12, PR12, Rja12].
Properties [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, BCL12, BDSG+13, CLCZ12b, IW14, LNZ+13, Mau12, NTY12, Sav13b, WPZM16, AGH14, KPP16, KKK+16, Li10].
Propagate [GWM16].
Propagation [SK+18, WWC+11, YZLC12].
LNZ+13, LCCJ13, LNX15, MBC15, MR10, PSS+13, SBS+12, SGC16, TYK+12, WT10b, XJR+17, YS12, YWF18, YWZ+12, ZZ+11, AATM18, AKG13, AIB+16, AIKC18, AN15, BDM18, BGA12, CSD18, CCSW11, CJ15, DLK+16, EA12, FA14b, FIO15, GMWS14, GLM+11, HPC12, HWB12, HL14, IC17, IOV+18, JKL+16, JXZ15, Kim11, KO16, LLLS13, LDDAM12, LKK13, LWS10, LXMW12, LEW19, LY14, LML+13, NCL13, NLYZ12, OHJ10, Par12b, SB17, SBS+12, Sch12c, SOF12, TM12, Xio12, YRT+16, Aia15, Ano13b, ACM12, CML+18, CR10, CLCZ10, DGNJ14, FTV+10, GBNM11, GLR13, HSH11, Ham12, HDPC13, HZW17, HST14, KJN+16, KU12, KKK+16, LKKL13, MN10, NR11, Nos11, Nos14, SD10, YSL+10.

Proving [DLN13, HTZR12, KS18, MLM16].
KFOS12, LLH18, MMP14, MPRS12, NTY12, Orm16, PDNH15, RSBN12, RW12, SK12b, SWM+10, Sia12, XNKG15, XJWW13, YKC+11, YFK+12, ZY17a, ABW10, IM14, LPaS10, LZC14, BSW12, RPSL10, SES+16, VN17, ZCC15, ZY17b.


ZOC10, ZPZ+16, Zim10. Random-Grid
[KS15]. Randomization [Gas13].
Randomized
[ARP12, GT12, HHR11, SR12b, BWA13].
Randomness
[AY14a, Ana14, ABF12, ACM+17, BWLA16, MS10, MS16, DTZL12, FRT13, RO10, TC11].
Range [DCA18, HMC12, JCHS16]. Rank
[SS10b, FES10]. Ranked
[CWL+14, XWSW16, GZS+18, LXX+14].
Ranking [ZDL12, AT10]. Rapid [KPC+16].
rare [Sch11]. RASP [AZPC14]. RASP-QS
[AZPC14]. Rate [LJK17, PPS12b, PCK14].
Ratio [FHKP17]. Rational [CK18, KU14, KOTY17, NS12, TWZ11, ZC13].
Rationality [GLR10, GLR13]. RBAC
[VN16]. RC4
[GCS+13, Loe15, Rec15, RS14, Sar14].
RC4-like [RS14]. Re
[ABR12, GSW+16, KKA15, LSLW15, LSC12, LBR12, MLO17, NAL17, Pet12, PRSV17, WY10, XJW+16, BGP+17, CFZ+10, CLH+16, Cz15b, FSGW11, FSGW12, FXP12, GH12, HDWL16, HYF18, KKM+14, LMJC11, LCT+14, LFWS15, LL16a, SYL13, SLZ12, SKB+17, Tia15, WGJ10, WHY+12, Wan18, WLS14, XXY15, YZC17, ZDW+16, LAL+15]. Re-authentication [LBR12, FXP12, LMJC11]. Re-Encryption
[GSW+16, KKA15, LSLW15, MLO17, NAL17, PRSV17, XJW+16, ABR12, LSC12, Pet12, WY10, BGP+17, CFZ+10, CLH+16, Cz15b, FSGW11, FSGW12, GH12, HDWL16, HYF18, KKM+14, LCT+14, LFWS15, LL16a, SYL13, SLZ12, SKB+17, WGJ10, WHY+12, Wan18, WLS14, XXY15, YZC17, ZDW+16, LAL+15].
re-signatures [Tia15]. Reachability
[SVG16]. Reactive [JR13]. read [Sto12].
readers [HDP13]. readership [Bai12].
Ready [GOPB12]. Real [Ano16h, Ano17d, AYS15, BFK16, BPS16, BNA15, Cer14, CC14, GSC17, JWJ+17, MK11, PNRC17, SK14, Tom16, WLZL12, YE12, AY14a].
Real-Time
[AY15, GSC17, JWJ+17, PNRC17, WLZL12, YE12, CC14, MK11, AY14a].
Real-valued [BNA15]. Real-World
[Ao16h, Ao17d, BFK16, BPS16, Tom16].
realistic [FRT13]. Realization
[KRM+10, MNM+16, SVT10]. Realizing
[WKB16, ZPWY12]. realm [OYH14].
Reasoning [TSH14]. Rebound
[KNR10, Sar12]. recall [LTC+15a].
recall-based [LTC+15a]. Receive [Orm16].
Receiver [Wan14, Chi12]. Recipes
[DGP10]. recoding [TMK11]. Recognition
[AOQ12, BCTPL16, BJCHA17, IA15, LGM+16, MR14b, BAG12, uHAN+18].
Recommendation [Bar16, Gir15, NIS12].
Reconfigurable
[HG12, HLN+10, MLCH10, NdMMW16, PP10b, PG12, SRK+17, ZLQ15, MD12a].
Reconfiguration [GFB12, VMV15].
Reconstruction
[CCM+15, KOTY17, HH15, IK15]. Record
[AP13, Con12]. Records
[LYZ+13, Rao17, ZVG16, LT14b, LHL15].
Recoverable [JLS12]. Recovery
[Bro17, DSSDW14, LYY+18, NRZQ15, SAA15, SSA13, WZ15, BM15, CHHW12, CGH17, PX13]. Rectangle [WLC12].
Recurrent [CSH+18, Pud12]. Recursive
[LXY12, WH18]. Redesigning [VFV17].
redistributed [LXC11]. Reduced
[BW12, DWWZ12, KNR10, LWZ12, LJF16, LPWF12, AKY13, AY14b, LF16].
Reduced-Round
[LWZ12, AY14b, LF16]. Reduction
[ABR12, LCLW17, LSC+15, YMA17].
Reductions [BHKN13, DW12]. Reference
[LLHS12, IM14]. Refinement [BCEM15].
Refinements [LL11]. reflections
[Hai17, OF12]. refractive [PHN+12].
Refresh [LSC+15]. Regaining [WBA17].
Region [CCFM12, HZW+14, KS15, FH16, LWLW11, WW13]. region-duplication
[LWL11]. Regions [AQD12, AKK+17].
Register [TLCF16, LWK11]. Registers [LLG16, ZH15]. Registration [ISG+16].
Regular [CQX18, Wat12, WR15].
 regular-expression [WR15]. regulating [DFJ+10]. regulatory [BP10].
regulatory-compliant [BP10].
Reinforcing [WXY+17]. Rejewski [Kap13].
Rekeying [DT13, QL17, CLSW12, DS11].
Rekeying-Aware [QLL17]. Related [Cil11, CMA14, DGIS12, HLL18, Pud12, WLC12, MNP12].
 Related-Key [CMA14, HLL18, Pud12, WLC12, DGIS12].
Relational [HPC10, RP12, WP17, BFG+14, BL11, GA11, JK13, PYP10]. Relations [BP11, FHS13, HLR11, WGD18, KGO10, LLM+19].
 Release [KFOS12, RSBN12, Um15, WSS12].
Relevance [Sim15a]. reliability [CZ14].
Reliable [AMKA17, ADG16, Bala10, CC14, WKB16, ACD+15, CL16, ZC12].
 Relying [TAKS10]. Remainder [HF14a].
remapping [PSJ+13]. Remarks [SSU12].
Remote [BCE10, CS14, FMY15, LCK14, Sar12, SY+17, VMV15, WgMDZ12, WgMW12, CHS11, Hu15, IB11, KKG14, LH10c, LNM+11, LNK13, LW+18, LH13, MM12, Sar10a, WQZ+13, YSL+10]. remotely [Wat14b, YHH18]. Removing [HKHK13].
Renewal [MY12]. renewed [GPLZ13].
rental [LY14]. Reordering [Alo12].
Repairing [BCM12, BCM13]. Repeatedly [TAKS10, ATK11]. Reply [ZL15].
Report [CPB+12]. reports [RPG12].
Repositories [Ano15a]. repository [RSM15].
 Representation [AGW15, BFM16, MHT+13].
Representation-Based [AGW15].
 Representatives [Bla16]. reproducible [CW12a]. Repudiation [LLG15].
 Repurposing [GY13]. Reputation [BL15, LHM+15, PAS13b, MGP10].
Reputation-Based [PAS13b].
 Request [KK12, KK13]. Request-Based-Revealing [KK12, KK13]. Requirements [OS16]. requiring [KH14]. Rescue [TSH17].
 Resettable [CPS16]. Resettable [COP14]. Resettable-Sound [COP14].
Resilience [NY12, GLL+18]. Resiliency [YM16]. Resilient [AV12, BKKV10, FPS12, LTZ16, LD13, NRY+14, Pan14, PSS15, XZ+12, YZ12, YNR12b, YCZ12, ZYT13, ZW15, ZZZ17, ZY17, CQX18, DLZ16a, GV14a, KPS10, MMS13, SGP+17, Wan18, YSL14, YKC+12, YL+16, ZY17].
Resistance [GC12, PRC12, WLZ12, ZJ11, DLN13, FIO15]. Resistant [BK12a, CDK+10, GV14b, HF14b, WHZ12, WgMW12, WH17, YPR17, GMRT+15, HCC10, PBCC14, VCK+12, WTT12, YKG13]. resisting [SXL16, Tan15].
Resistive [DB16, TLF16].
Resource [CSH18, JMG+16, SZK13, YNR12a, AMHJ10, FQZF18, KAS15, LLZ+16, MV15, Wan13, XZW16, ZFP+16].
Resource-Constrained [CSH18, YNR12a, LLZ+16].
Resource-efficient [SZK13, XZW16].
Respiratory [RSC18].
Response [GHS14, HLL15, ZHW+16, MRRT17].
Resprining [TBC15]. restoration [WHZ12]. restricted [CLH+16]. result [ACK+10, ED17].
Results [DG12, LJF16, Hof16, KGO10].
Rethinking [Ch13, Hu15, LSG16, MV16a].
Retrieval [BBB+16a, BTH12, CJP12, HK14, JMG+16, JKH12, Yek10, XZ+11, CJP15, SWW+17]. returned [War11].
reusable [RS17]. Reuse [ABF12].
Reveal [Sta13]. Revealed [Ano15d]. Revealing [BT12, KK12, KK13]. reverse [TQL+14].
reversed [KHY18]. Reversibility [FSX12b, HWYW14]. Reversible [CLF11, CSS+13, HHS+15, MM17, MR16, NC12, AMK12, CT11a, HLC16, JK13, MM14a,
NC13, PWLL13, PC14, TK14, WOLS12.

Reversibly [MKH+12]. Review
[Ano15b, Ano17b, Ay12, Ayu12, Bai12, Bar12, Cou12, Dew11, Ful10, Gas13, Joh10, Kat13, Keh15, Koh10, Led16, Lop15b, Low12, Mei10, Mou15, Mor10, Sch15a, Sha10, Ter11, Xie12, JAS+11, MM12, TPKT12].

Reviewed [Sch15a]. Reviews [SR14].

Revised [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10, JY14, LHi10a, vDK11]. Revising [BT12].

revision [LT14b]. Revisited [CLY14, DKS12, GWCC15, KFOS12, LL11, Lop15a, PKTK12, Sar12, Tan12a, BCL14, HKT11, HYWS11, TS16a, ZCL+12]. Revisiting [TLW12, WSA15].

Revocability [WHL16]. Revocable [AEHS15, CD16, QZZ18, SE14, SE16, SZS14, SZDL14, TCL15, TT12, Urr15, FLL+14, LDZW19, WLFX17, WTT12]. Revocation [AEHS15, LLC+15, LW16, Lop15b, RDZ+16, XLML13, YWZ+12, ATK11, LJWY18].

Revoking [TAKS10]. Revolutionized [Orm16]. RFID [CJP15, AATM18, BL12, BSSV12, BM11, CGCGPDGM12, CCF17, CJP12, Cho14, DZS+12, FLL+14, Far14, FMTR12, GMSW14, GI12, GSN+16, GAI+18, HSH11, HDPC13, HQY+16, HCP1LSB12, HCTETP+12, LNZ+13, LEW19, MO12, Mic16, MK12a, PPH12, PLsvdLE10, QZL+16a, QZL+16b, SBS+12, SPLHC14, TG17, WH17, WCF18].


Riddle [Fox13, KM15, KM16]. Right [Bro17, SR12a, BBG+17, LHA+12, Sch11].

Rightful [RR11]. Rights [LRVY10].


Robotic [SWP+16]. Robust [BCGAPM12, BCG12a, CFOR12, GKB17, HZC+12, JSZ12, LSL12b, LHR13, MU12, MS16, MC11, pNYWY+14, OCGD11, RR11, RMC18, SJ12, SC12, SZZT18, TLC16, TK14, TTL10, WDB11, WgMdzI12, gWpNyY+14, XNG+14, YWNN15, YYO15, AP10, AIA+18, CLM+12, EAA+16, GZHD12, HZC+14, HZL18, IOV+18, KIH19, LNK+18a, LW10, PKS18, RS17, wWpNyL11, wWpWYpN13, YSL+10, ZHH+17].

Robustness [HGT15, YKBS10, AEH17].


Rotational [KN10, KN10]. Roulette [Ber17]. Round [Ber17, jCPB+12, COP14, DWW12, GH1R14, KOT17, KMO14, LW12, LJ17, Pan14, TYM+17, XZL15, Yon12, AY14b, ABM+12, Blo15, LP11, LF1+16, Sun11, TS11L, TQL+14, TCS14, XW12].

Round-Reduced [DWW12]. Rounds [GTS12, S12, LHY14, MN12]. Router [Bis17, SA15]. Routing [Ham12, KZG10, WLY+15, LSG16, LC17].

RSA [Dun12b, K11a, Pie10, APPVP15, BBP13, Bro17, BNST17, CLSW12, Chm10, GM13, GST13, Her14, Hin10, HLY14, IK15, KHH14, KFL+10, Lim11, M10a, SM10b, SM10c, SM10, SL10, TK19, Win17, YHK+10, YXA+16]. RSA-1024 [Bro17, Win17].


HIDFGPC15, KGV16, KAK18, LYX+13, LKA19, MBR15, QZL+16a, ATKH+17. GSN+16, MNX+16, WDLZ13, WLFX17, YC11, KCR11, KS11]. Scalar [YTS12, SKH15]. Scale [DM15, GU13, JKHeY12, LQD+16, CG12b, dCSCS+16, FXP12, GSN+16, SR10, ZZKA17, ZVH14].


Schedules [Pud12]. scheduling [MV16b].

Schema [AN12]. Scheme [AS15, Bai10, BHG12, BS14, BKJP12, BDH11, CMLS15, CLL16, CCW+10, CLHC12, CHHW12, CCZC13, CGY+13, CLHI3, CSW12, DA10, DS11, DKS12, FR16, FGM10, GZZ+13, GH11b, GJZ17, GLW12, GZH17, HY11, HIDFGPC15, HMR12, HYP+17, Hül13, HP12, IL15, JSZ12, KU14, KP12, KTT12, KK12, KKA15, KSSY12, KLM+12, LSL12b, LHF12, LTH+15, LTZ16, LH11b, LGWY12, LTC+15b, LYX+18, LGRPH14, MWZ12, MVVR12, MRL+18, MNM12, MSas12, NXB13, NLLJ12, NLY15, Pet12, PDLT12, RVH+16, RMG18, SK12a, SJ12, SGF+12, SD12, She14, ST16, SP15b, SJWH+17, SSA13, Tan11, TDTD13, TWZ11, DLY+10, WgMdZ12, WgMW12, gWpNY+14, WHL15, XWSW16, XHC+12, XJW13, YM16, Yam12, YZX+12, Ye10, Ye14, YTH17, YL17, Y+17, YHK+10, YMSW11, ZPM+15, ZC13, ZQQ+15, ZLDD12, ZY17a, AMN18, AHS14, AKK+17, BOB13, BAL10, BMM12, BBB16b, CCLL11, CLSW12].

scheme [CH10, CT11a, CLJH13, CW14a, CTHP13, Cho14, DSCS12, EAA+16, EZ15, FLL+14, Far14, FA14a, FHZW18, GHZ12, GJ13, GMRT+15, GPLZ13, GLM+16, GH16, GAI+18, GTBS19, HZW18, HBBRMN+16, HL11, HCCC11, HLC16, HCC10, Hwa11, IB11, JNUH17, JKAU19, JLT+12, JZS+10, JMW+16, KI11, KPP16, KDH15, KK13, KHMB13, KKM+13, KKM+14, KKG14, Kin16, KIH19, KP18, KLIW+16, KDW+17, KWH16, KL11, LXLY12, LLZ+16, LSR13, LH10c, LZXJ10, LNM+11, LMJC11, LK12, LLHS12, LNK13, LJK+17, LNK+18a, LWK+18, LNK+18b, LFWS15, LH13, LH11, LWL10a, LWLW11, LW13b, LZX14, LDZW19, LL16a, LL16b, LHYW12, MCN+18, MMS17c, MK12a, MSas13, NR17, Nos14, PZBF18, QMC17, QMW17, RPSL10, SGCR+16, SM11, Tan12b, TY16a, TK14, TD14, TLL13, TLL12, UUN11, WWZY11, WWYY11, yWpNYL11, WHL13, WDLZ13, WLZ+16, WLFX17, Wan18, WDKV19, WZ11, WKHI11, WOLS12, WXX+17, XHH12, XZW16, XWXC14, XXX15].

scheme [XMHD13, YC11, YCC16, YHMM18, YWK+10a, YCT15, YXD18, YQOL17, YMSH10, ZYL+10, ZLY10,
ZXJ+14, ZYC+17, ZPYW12, ZHH+17, ZY17b, ZFH+18, ZLY+19, ZC12, ZBR11, DT13, LLZ+12]. Schemes [ABF12, BVS+13, BFM12, BBEPT14, BSJ15, CMLRH13, CGL+12, Cmh16, Des10b, FHKP17, FFL12, HSM14, HLLG18, HPO+15, LWL10b, LZCK14, MLCH10, MR14b, MMS17b, MFB18, MKRM10, Oba11, PB12, PDNH15, PH12b, Sch10, Shi11, SKH17, SSU12, VSR12, WGF16, Young12a, Young12b, Yek10, YWZ+12, AGHP14, AN15, AHT+12, CDGC12, CJXX19, CHS11, CCG10, CTL13, DDD14, DD13, DZ14, FPG14, FGMP12, FMA+18, HWDL16, HM10, KTUI16, LHYZ12, MM12, MA17, NZL+15, QYWX16, SES+16, Sar10a, Sar11, hSSZ15, SAR18b, WW14, YT11b, ZCL+12, ZC14].


SE-AKA [LLLS13]. seals [MN10]. Seam [LC15]. Seam-Carved [LC15]. Search [CWl+14, Che15, DCA18, FRS+16, GTT11, HCDM12, LSOQL18, TMC15, WDC18, WW12, XWWS16, XJWWW13, ZXYL16, BL11, CLH+16, FHI13, FSGW12, GZS+18, HH16, OSSK16, SY15b, WHY+12, WXLY16, XWY+18, YX1D8, YQOL17]. SDDO-based [PL16]. Searchable [BHJP14, CWWL12, CLW16, CGKO11, FJHJ12, PCY+17, XNKG15, DLZ16a, DRD11, HQZH14, HTC17, JCHS16, LZC17, LLL+18, RPS10, WXLY16, WCC18, YZCT17]. Searches [Sia12, WR15]. searching [GPN+12]. Seattle [LCK11, KCR11]. Seberry [AHS14]. SEC [PA10]. Second [AKY13, ABM+12]. Secondary [RS11]. Secrecy [ABD+15, BKT18, KZG10, TSH14, Yon12, ATKH+17, Bia12, RCW15, TCS14]. Secrecy-preserving [TSH14]. Secret [ASN11, ASN12, ADH17, Ayu12, Bia10, BBB+16a, BFM12, BBEPT14, Bri11, CCM+15, CFOR12, CCL+13, DR12, Dew11, EM12, EA11, FHKP17, FR16, Fok12, HYS11, HL10a, Has16, JLS12, KU14, KS18, KOTY17, KK12, KK13, KSSY12, KS15, LHF12, LPL15, Lin15, LCCJ13, LTC+15b, LJ16, LLKA19, Men13b, MNS11, NS12, Oba11, PCKP14, QS18, SLL10, SC10, SS10c, SSU12, St15, TRL12, TWZ11, WKB16, WGF16, Wil18, XZY+12, XJR+17, YFF12, YWZ+12, ZC13, Ald11, ADG16, AKK+17, Ara13, BJ16, Bud16, Cha13c, CT11b, CW14a, CLZ+17, DD13, EEAZ13, EZ15, FHH10a, GJMP15, GLW13, HF14a, HH15, Hea15, HBBRM+16, HCCC11, HLC12, K11, KTUI16, LXLY12, LT13, LyWSZ10, LHYZ12, LEW19, Mas17, McK10, McK11, McK12, MBB11, O010, Pea11, Pet11, QD16, Rus15, SB17, SA12, SAR18b, TQL+14, TD14, UUN11]. secret [UUN13, WYL13, WZ11, WSI2, WOLS12, Wu17, WX13, YC11, YCC16, YSC16, ZCL+12, ZZ15, ZPYW12, LSC+15, Bia12]. secret-key [UUN13, WYL13, WZ11, WS12, WOLS12, Wu17, WX13, YC11, YCC16, YSC16, ZCL+12, ZZ15, ZPYW12, LSC+15, Bia12]. secret-key [UUN13, WYL13, WZ11, WS12, WOLS12, Wu17, WX13, YC11, YCC16, YSC16, ZCL+12, ZZ15, ZPYW12, LSC+15, Bia12]. Secret-Sharing [BBEPT14]. Secretion [RSCX18]. Secretocracy [Ber16b]. Secrets [BT12, CG14b, DLWW11, FMS12a, Kob10, Man13, Bha16, Cop10b, GGH+16b, Gup15, HRS13, Smi11a, Ano17b]. Secure [ADMM16, AARJ12, Ash14, AMH+16, BVS+13, BWLA16, BCGH11, BCG12a, BCQ+13, BWA13, BJL12, BHJP14, BF11, Bru12, BDH11, BEM15, CFOR12, CCM17, CZF12, CzLC14, Che15, CMA14, DMI8, DL15, DMS+16, DG15, DLZ+16, Edw17, FLH13, Fri10b, FDI11, FSX12a, zGXW12, GKM16, GGH14, GFBF12, GT12, GV14b, GHKL11, GM14, GZS+18, HvS12, HSM14,
HLLG18, Har16, HL10b, HP14, HTZR12, HMCK12, HLKL15, HYS18, HK14, IL15, Jac16, KW14, KME+12, Küp15, KH10, LJS+14, LL15, LH12, LYZ+13, LTH+15, LTY16, LSLW15, LGGJ16, LSQL18, LY15, LHL15, LLML12, LSC12, MLO17, MMP14, Mal13, MVVR12, MMS17b, MK12a, MKAA17, NBZP17, NDG+17, NR12, NMS14, NSMS14, PB12, FSM17, Per+13, PRN+19, QZL+16b, QZDJ16, QZZ18, RMP10, Rea16, RSGG15, SNJ11, SZS14, SYCV15, SP15b, SHK17, SRAA17, SAR18b, SSAF11, SVG16, SYW17. Secure [SYC+17, SMS14, SZDL14, SGH15, SLY+16, SR12b, TB18, TCL15, TWZ11, TG12, TGC16, VMV15, WgMW12, WKB16, WXYL16, WLY17, WDC18, WHL15, WBA17, WWHL12, WMS+12, tWmC12, XWSW16, XJWW13, YN12r, YN12b, YTH17, YTK+10, YKC+11, YAM+15, YGD+17, ZXZ+11, ZDLZ, ZVH14, ZVG16, ZHT16, ZL17, ZBR11, AHS14, APK+18, ABBD13, ACW16, AKK+17, ACD+15, BOB13, BSR+14, CCL11, CS18, CLH13, CW14a, CS11, CDL18, FHI10a, FLL+14, FSGB12, FA14b, FI10, FS18, Ga13, GAI+18, GLL+18, GCH15, HGWI11, HWK+15, HLYS14, HTC17, HPY10, IB11, JZS+10, KPP16, K14A, KRM+10, KU16, KDW+17, LL13S, LDDM12, LH11a, LL16, LSR13, LWK+18, LCT+14, LAL+15, LL16a, LL16b, LBOX12, MR14c, MHT+18, NR17, NAICR12, NAL17, PsbD+13, PLSvdLE10, Rao17, RG10, RYF+13, RITF+11, RS15, SGCC+16, SYL13, SWW+16, SSS11, SSLP+13, SX16, Tar10, TLL13, TL12, VS11]. Secure [WLZ+16, WMX+17, WDKV19, WCH18, WL19, WXWC14, XXX15, YC12, yYqWqZC13, YZZ+14, YZCT17, YQOL17, YY11, YLS12, YM10, ZL14, ZLL14, ZZ15, ZYC+17, ZG10, ZZ12, ZX11, ZY17b, ZC12, Zhu13, ZSW+18b, Ano12, DSB18, OKG+12, YS14, YFK+12]. Secure-TWS [OKG+12]. Secured [LC17, SGG18]. Securely [CC10, KP17, LHL+14, MS16, WXY+17, BC18, der10]. Securing [BK12b, CMLS15, CST+17, NPH+14, PMZ13, SFE10, SMS18, SL11, Ste15b, TK14, YMA17, Y12, CT10, Din10, SK18, SA15, Tox14]. Securities [WLW+14]. Security [ABJ13, ASBD16, Ano13d, Ano15a, Ano15d, ABF12, AN15, ABHC+16, AYS15, BCE+10, BCM+15, BRT12, BPR14a, BPR14b, BLS12, BCG16, BPS12, Bra15, BDH11, BP10, CFST17, CFE16, CHS11, CFX17, CCD15, CPS16, CM11, DDS12, Dan12, DR12, DFK17, FMA+18, Fid18, FSX12b, FSX12c, GZZ+13, GSC17, HC12, Hel17, HB17, HL12, HX+11, HL11, HLT+15, HLN+10, IS12, IGR+16, JN12, Jia14a, KBL11, KS18, KFOS12, KSD+17, KD12b, LPS12, LST12, LW11a, LK14, LW12, LLZ+17, LT11, LS18, LP12, LW17, LZA12a, LDB+15, LMS16, LLH18, MTH11, MKN13, MCS+15, MH14, Mou12, MV16a, ML12, MPM+17, Nac12, NN10, NDG+17, NVM+17, Nos11, Nos14, Orm16, OS16, Pas13a, PZPS15, PDH15, PS14, PL16, PDT12, PNRC17, RCP+18, RQD+15, RW12, Rog16, RS10, SG18, SN10, SN11]. Security [SBS+12, Sar12, Sch13, SD12, Shi11, SM10, STC11, SM15, SCGW+14, Tso13, TV15, Wal18, WYCF14, WSA15, WSS12, W18C+18, WS14, Yan10, YL12, YS17, YSS14, You11, Zha15b, ZY17a, vT11, AM11, AN18, AB10a, Abe10, ABGR15, ABM+12, Ano11a, ADH17, BYL10, BSS11, BDL+11, BL17, BM11, BL11, CO11, CTH13, CLC10, CVC+13, DLK+16, DWM+13, Edw14, FHM+12, FA14a, Fis15, GHD19, GM16, GLM+16, GMS11, GH12, HWD+16, HWG10, HL11, HRS13, HLT10, KSA16, KKK+16, Lan10, Lan13, LH10a, LXW12, LH11, LZC14, LS16, MZA+13, Men13b, MM14b, MS+18b, NS10, NHL13, NYL12, OK18, OYHSB14, PHW10, QYW1X6, Re15, RPS10, RH10, SA12,
Ser12, SLZ12, SY15b, Sir16, Sta11a, Tan17b, TODQ18, UUN11, VCK+12, WCFW18, XCL13, Zha15a, XW12, YKC+12, Bar12].

Security-Aware [LMS16, GHD19].

security-enhanced [AMN18].

security-modified [MM14b].

SEDURA [LY15].

Seed [AS17, LYHH14, Sun11].

seeing [Tox14]. seen [Goo12].

Segment [WOLP15].

Segmentation [WYW+13, ZZCJ14]. selectable [GLM+11].

Selected [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10, JY14, LH10a, vDKS11, JY14, MV12].

Selection [KD12a, RP12, SEY14, FXP12].

Selective [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, JY14, LH10a, vDKS11, JY14, MV12].

Selective-Opening [LLH10a, LH12, LT13, LH13, SH11].

Self-adaptive [LHM14, FXP12, SH11].

Self-authenticating [Cer18].

Self-Authentication [LH12, LT13].

Self-Certified [CLL16, XWXC14, LH14, LH13].

self-composition [AGH+17].

Self-Controllable [ZLDC15].

Self-Identifying [CSV15].

Self-Recovery [SAA15, CHHW12].

Self-restoration [WHZ12].

Self-Synchronizing [DM18].

Sel-System [CHHW12].

SET [Frie15].

SET-MAC [Frie15].

Selective-Opening [DDC16].

Security-Aware [LY15].

Seed [AS17, LYHH14, Sun11].

seeing [Tox14]. seen [Goo12].

Segment [WOLP15].

Segmentation [WYW+13, ZZCJ14]. selectable [GLM+11].

Selected [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10, JY14, LH10a, vDKS11, JY14, MV12].

Selection [KD12a, RP12, SEY14, FXP12].

Selective [BDCC16, LW12, LSC+15, LZC12a, LH18, LZC14, LW13c].

Selective-Opening [LLH18].

Self [Cer18, CLL16, CHHW12, CSV15, DM18, HZ11, LCL+17a, LH12, LHM14, SAA15, SM12, WHZ12, XWXC14, ZLDC15, AGH+17, FXP12, HL14, LT13, LH13, SH11].

Self-adaptive [LHM14, FXP12, SH11].

Self-authenticating [Cer18].

Self-Authentication [LH12, LT13].

Self-Certified [CLL16, XWXC14, HL14, LH13].

self-composition [AGH+17].

Self-Controllable [ZLDC15].

Self-Identifying [CSV15].

Self-Recovery [SAA15, CHHW12].

Self-restoration [WHZ12].

Self-Synchronizing [DM18].

Self-Synchronizing [HZ11].

Self-updateable [LCL+17a].

SELFinux [SFE10].

seller [KJN+16].

Semantic [YZCT17, HLR11, HTC17].

Semantics [CM11, Gl12, KGP12].

Semi [BDOZ11, KKK+16, WHZ12, XZLW15, PGLL10].

Semi-automated [KKK+16].

Semi-fragile [WHZ12, PGLL10].

Semi-homomorphic [BDOZ11].

Semi-trusted [XZLW15].

Semia [SS10c].

semirings [Dur15].

Sender [WZ15].

Sensational [YGFL15].

sense [Kem11].

Sensing [CCZC13, Kar12, uHAN+18, RPG12, XWZW16, Fay16].

Sensitive [Kaw15, RQD+15, Tan15a, QCX18].

Sensitivity [YGD+17, LWW+10].

Sensor [ABC+17, BN14, CS14, DS11, KH10, LLC11, LLZ+12, NNN10, NVR+14, OKG+12, PX13, PCPK14, RWLL14, SP15b, YIM16, ASO14, APK+18, AIB+16, AIC18, ADF12, BLAN+16, BBB16b, CGD12, CLSW12, DSCS12, DLN13, HTC+10, JNU17, JM+16, KLC+10, KO16, KLW+16, KDW+17, LC17, LNK+18b, PL16, SZMK13, SSK10, Wan13, WW14, WXK+17, XWDN12, XMHD13, ZYL+10].

Sensors [DL12, LIK+17].

Sensory [SCL14].

Sensing [CCZC13, Kar12, uHAN+18, RPG12, XWZW16, Fay16].

Sensitive [Kaw15, RQD+15, Tan15a, QCX18].

Sensitivity [YGD+17, LWW+10].

Sensor [ABC+17, BN14, CS14, DS11, KH10, LLC11, LLZ+12, NNN10, NVR+14, OKG+12, PX13, PCPK14, RWLL14, SP15b, YIM16, ASO14, APK+18, AIB+16, AIC18, ADF12, BLAN+16, BBB16b, CGD12, CLSW12, DSCS12, DLN13, HTC+10, JNU17, JM+16, KLC+10, KO16, KLW+16, KDW+17, LC17, LNK+18b, PL16, SZMK13, SSK10, Wan13, WW14, WXK+17, XWDN12, XMHD13, ZYL+10].

Sensors [DL12, LIK+17].

Sensory [SCL14].

Seoul [LH10a, LW11a].

separation [MJS13].

Sequence [PFS12, WGZ+12].

Sequences [ADD10, Kla10, NN12, XYXYX11, HLC12, VM14].

Sequential [GLR10, GLR13, LLY15, WYL13].

Series [BJL16, Die12].

Serpent [PC16].

Server [BCO13, Che15, GMSV14, LSQL18, LYL15, YLW13, ATKH+17, CSD18, CLHJ13, FA14b, FHZW18, HDPC13, HL14, ISC+16, KMTG12, LXMW12, LH13, SY15b, bSZZ15, SsAF11, SsS11, TLL12, WT10a, XHM14].

Server-Aided [GMSV14, LYL15, SSF11].

Server-Designation [Che15, LSQ1L8].

Server-Side [BCO13]. servers [DRD11].

Service [BKBK14, CSS14, Hay13, LDB+15, LBR12, NRZQ15, RSGG15, SsPC12, St15, VS16, AaBT16, KPP16, LHL+18, LW13a, MMP19, MLM16, Par12b, Wu17, YWK10b, ZX11, YCM+13].

Service-Based [LDB+15].

Service-Oriented [RSGG15].

Services [Ano11b, DLZ+16b, MEFO12, OQ12, ZHL15, AZPC14, CSD18, CHX13, GAI+18, IMB17, IG11, NZL+15, PP11, WDKV19, XXX15].

Session [BS12, BKJP12, CFST17, SHS12, AN15, DCA12, SHBC19].

Session-Based [BKJP12].

Set [Cor14b, EKP+13, YZ12, Con12, TMK11].

set-valued [TMK11]. sets [SF12].

Setting [BKLS12, HHP17, MZHY15, TYM+17, XXZ12, ZHL15].

Settings [GZ12]. setup [Jia16].

Several [Sas12, ZT14].

SGX


Simulation [CPS16, LLH18, MS13a]. Simulation-Based [LLH18]. simulations [Ana14]. Simultaneous [YWZ+12].


SIP-based [ZTZ16]. SIPF [SYC+17]. Site [DSB15, SS10c]. siteDriverID [SGGCR+16]. Size [AS17, AEHS15, C13, CSW12, EAA12, Kim15, CLCL15, MTY11, ZMW16, AHI+12, LCT+14, PPTT15, SGM16, SHBC19].


Smart [AN17, ABC17, BSJ15, DL+16b, HCL+14, LA10, MFG16, PTD12, WGMdZ12, WgMW12, AMN18, CHS11, CLH13, GHD19, GAI+18, Ham19, HCC10, LH10c, LNM+11, LXMW12, LNK13, LNK+18a, LTC+15a, MM12, MNC+18, WMYR16, YZZ+14, YSL+10, Cho10, GLIC10, SD12].

Smart-Card-Based [HCL+14]. Smartphone [MDM17, uHAN+18, DL15]. Smartphones [Cor14b]. smashed [Fag17].


Snowden [Tox14]. SoC [GSC17]. Social [BPSD17, KTA12, NSA15, NRZQ15, PYM+15, Rog16, SKGY14, SZTZ18, WLY+15, ZW15, Zha15b, ZHL15, BDK11, HYF18, LCM+17, LZC17, MSM+18b, SSKS+18, Sni15a, YZL+18]. Society [Sch15a, Sch12b]. Socio [NS12].

Socio-Rational [NS12]. SoD [VN16]. Soft [Jin10, TLCF16, SS17]. Soft-Error [TLCF16]. Softw [WZM12a]. Software [Bar15, Bee17, EWS14, LRV14, MRL+18, MV16a, YGD+17, ZPM+15, AGHP14, ABF+14, CFH+13, DK17, Eve16, GGH+16b, GIJ+12, HLV10, KH10, LBOX12, SF12, YWT+12]. Solan [CGB+10]. solid [Cri16].

Solution [Fra15, GSF16, HLL15, Kam13, NA10b, YFT17, Cor14a]. Solutions [LLGJ16, BLV17, KAS15, MMP19, WW14].

Solved [IBM13a]. Solving [Ano17c, BB10, Bul10a]. Some [AD12, Ber12, Dur15, LW10b, Mid10].

Somewhat [ITC17, KOS16, MFB18]. Song [Con12]. Sood [MWZ12]. SOSEMANUK [PC16]. SOT [PAF18]. SOT-MRAM [PAF18]. Sound [COP14, LSR13, Sav15].

Source [Bis17, KFOV15, MBC15, RWLL14, ABF+14, LZC17, PX13, Pow14].

Source-Based [MBC15]. Sources [DHB16, BJ16, SSY12]. South [BL10, LW11a]. Soviet [Bu16]. SP [Sas12, SEHK12]. SPAPBox [FG+17].

Space [BWR12, BKL+13, NRY+14, RMG18, MSM+18b, RYF+13, ZZ15].


Spatiotemporal [DMT12]. Speaker [BJCHA17, PPRT12]. Special [An13d,
Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16h, AB10b, CSYY18, GO17, LW13a, LLK18, PHWM10, XV13.
Specific [BDFK12, KME+12].
Specification [SK11, SD10]. Specifications [BMP12]. SPECK
[LFW+16, AMKA17, BSS+13]. Spectrum
[KD12a, TWZ+12, XNRG15, KP17, LWY12, MMSD13]. Spectrum-Based
[TWZ+12, XNRG15]. Speech
[AGW15, LJK17, SAA15, YMA17]. Speed
[ARM15, GL12, HZ11, KP17, LTKP16, BDL+11, KL13]. Speeding [RVRSCM12].
SPEKS [Che15]. spell [Bha16]. SPHINCS
[BHH+15]. Spies
[Has16, Keb15, Fag17, Mac14]. Spintronic
[IGR+16]. Splicing [YSC+15]. Spline
[Tan12a]. Split [CG14a, XZY+12].
Split-State [CG14a, XZY+12]. Splittable
[CP13]. SPN [LCL17]. Spoken
[WBC+10]. sponge [BDP11].
SPONGENT [BKL+13]. spongy [RS14].
Spoof [SP15a]. sputy [OS11]. Spread
[HGT15, KD12a, PSJ+13, TWZ+12, XNRG15, LWY12, MMSD13]. spreadsheets
[LT13]. Springer [Mei10, Mur10].
Springer-Verlag [Mei10]. Springs
[IEE11b]. Spritz [RS14]. Spy
[AHS13, FKO15, Bha16, Goo12]. SQL
[BS13a, Suc12]. Square [ARH14].
Squashing [GH11a]. SRAM [KLM+12].
SSH [YSS14, Cri16, Lit14, Ran10, der10].
SSL [BJR+14, Dav11, FHM+12, GIJ+12, HREJ14, NPH+14, PP11]. SSL/TLS
[BJR+14, Dav11, PP11]. SSL/TLS-based
[PP11]. SSO [MLM16]. St
[DDS12, Dan12, MSN11]. ST-Numbering
[MNS11]. stack [JSN+18], stage [Mas17].
STAMP [WPZM16]. Standard
[Ano12, Ano13a, App13, ABC+17, BCM12, BV11, BV14, CT18, GJJ15, GJZ17, HZX15, Loe15, MVVR12, OGK+15, SZS14, TCL15, WWH12, Yon12, ZC13, BCM13, HTC17, Kim11, LHT12, LL16b, Mas17, TS16a, WZM12a, WZM12b, WWBC14, YC12, ZCL+19, AEH17, MKRM10, NdMMW16].
Standardization [TRD11]. Standards
[BCM+15, Che17, DHW+13, NIS13]. State
[BVS+13, BLM17, CG14a, CCL+13, CHS15, Dew11, DP17, FHR14, LLK18, MKF+16, Sen17, WGD18, XZY+12, BBDL+17, CK11, CGH17, Ham12, Mid10, QD16, Sir16].
Stateful
[BVS+13, NTY12, VPI17, VSR12]. Stateless
[BHH+15, GM11, MKAA17, NTY12, VDO14, DCA12].
Stateless/Stateful [NTY12]. statement
[NIS13]. Static
[DKMR15, IF16, Lan11, TLM13]. Station
[Smi11a]. stationary [ZLDD12]. Statistical
[Böhl10, Bro11, DBPS12, HZ11, Hey17, LTKP16, OOR+14, SP13, Sim15a].
Statistical-Attack [SP13]. Statistics
[gWpNyY+14]. Statutory [PH12b].
Stealing [RWZ12]. Steaky [BRPB13].
Steering [HR13]. Steganalysis
[Böhl10, DA12, Fri12, JHNN12, KD12b, LJK17, LC15, SG+12, Tan12a, YL+12, Y14, YPR17, LSQ11a, LSQ11b, Sch12a].
Steganalysis-Resistant [YPR17].
Steganalytic [Ber18, YPR17].
Steganographic
[DA10, HHS+15, LyWIZ12, WP15, AGL16, LLC10, CAC14]. Steganography
[AGW15, BCG12a, CLF11, FR16, FMS12b, Fri10a, Fri12, HZW+14, Joh10, LJK17, LLY+12b, MAL10, PDMR12, Pau10, SK12a, SR12b, TJZF12, WLL+14, YWW10, ZSA12, AOT13, BDK11, BHCdFR12, EEAZ13, GKKK11, LyWSS10, LRW13, LRW17, LWW+10, Maz13, MSM+18b, MS17, PHN+12, SI12, Sun16, WKH11, WOLS12, ZMS14]. Stego
[YLL+12, SMSK18]. Stego-Image
[YLL+12]. Stellenbosch [BL10]. step
[AKY13, YX+18]. Steps [Ano13c]. STES
[CML15]. Steven [Led16, Sch15a]. Still
[RAS15, UK18]. Stochastic [ADR18].
stolen [Bha16]. Stopping [Sav13a].
StopWatch [LGR14]. Storage [BCQ+13, CWL16, CCT+14, CLW16, GLG12, HSM14, JSCM17, Kül15, LCK11, LMD16, LWCJ14, QLL17, SKH17, XNKG15, ZDL12, ZVG16, AY14a, AKK+17, BP10, CFVP16, CFZ+10, CLH+16, CDF+10, CDL18, ED19, FH13, FNWL18, GLB+18, HSM13, LBOX12, Sar10a, SYY+16, YZCT17, ZYC+17, ZVH14].


STT [VDB+16]. Students [PP10a]. Study [Ano17c, DDR+16, SY15a, STC11, CCG10, EBFK13, MVH15, SS17, VG14]. Stuxnet [Zet14]. Style [GHP12, GHP13].

stylometry [BAG12]. sub [GPLZ13].

sub-passwords [GPLZ13]. Subcommittee [Bla16]. subliminal [LWZ10].


suitable [Jeo13, SKB+17]. suite [NACL12]. Sumo [BS12]. Sums [SS12b]. sun [Cer15]. super [MZ17a].


Surprises [Bow11]. Surrizontally [SFK15].

Surveillance [BPR14a, BPR14b, GZH17, Lan10, Ano16f].

Survey [ABHC+16, BGN17, BCTP16, BJJP14, BJC8A17, HPC10, KMY18, KSD+17, LGB+16, MR14b, GSM18a, MII10, NV10, OFMR16, SKH17, TRD11, TS16b, AAZ+16, ABB+14, ADH17, BIII13, BGG+13, FMA+18, HT13, KIN+16, KAS15, MIP19, MA17, Maz13, MVH15, NR11, PPA18, WW17].

Survival [YCM+13, MMS+17a]. Surviving [CFST17]. suspect [der10]. SVC [MU12, WDDW12, ZLDD12, ZLDD14].


Symmetric
Synchronizing [HZ11]. Synchronized [DM18, ACM12].
Symposium [ACM10, ACM11, Ano10, IEE10, IEE11b, IEE13, Wat10, Ano11a].
symptom [YZL18]. Synchronization [BL12, WXY17, yWXY18, AATM18, XNG14].
Synchronized [DM18, ACM12].
Synchronizing [HZ11]. SYND [MHC12].
Syndromes [BBC13]. Synergy [KRB12].
Synergy-Based [KRB12], synthesis [RS17]. Syst [HYS18, WZM12a]. System [AD11, Ano10, CZLC12a, CZLC14, Cor14b, CRST15, DG15, GOPB12, Har16, HHS15, IAD10, JN12, JW17, Jin10, KMP11, Lop12, MLBL12, NSM14, QL17, RSCX18, SMSG18, SRA17, SL11, YE12, YX12, YKK18, ZSM17, ZPW16, ZLDC15, ZVG16, AHM18, BC18, BGG13, Bu10a, CH11, CTL12, CZ14, CS11, FNW118, GCK11, HK15, HJ11, HLY14, JC13, LLLK10, LLL17b, Lit14, LTC15a, LLL18, MS12a, MNN15, PSOMP13, SSPL13, WMX17, WZ12, XWZW16, YZ18, ZMM10, ZML17, KKA14, Dew11].
System-Level [JW17]. Systematic [CCG16, CBL13, PC16]. Systems [AN12, AB15, BL15, BS13b, BCTPL16, BB10, CWL16, CCF17, CRE12, DLZ16b, GI12, HXC11, HCL14, HLN10, LMD16, LQY10, LY16, LNZ13, MR14b, OŠ12, PRSV17, QZL16b, RST15a, RST15b, SBS12, SFKR15, Sev16, SKH17, SGC14, SDM12, STC11, TKR14, YNR12a, AT10, AT10, CFVP16, CFZ10, CLZ17, dCCSM12, dCCSB16, CGH11, CVG13, CDA14, DZ12, E10, FXP12, GMOGCC15, GHD19, GSN16, GPVCdBRO12, HZW18, JKS16, JHCC14, KSA16, LCL15, LWK18, MLMSMG12, MG10, MFH13, NLY12, QMC17, SS10a, SR10, SRB12, WS14, YSM14, ZWH14, Zhu13, MA17, Ano11a]. Systolic [MCDB12], Systolic-Array [MCDB12], SZK [MX13].
T [SJWH17]. T-Chain [SJWH17]. Table [CCL13, AN14a, LDDAM12]. Tables [PTT16, XHM14]. Tag [NNM10, PPH12, CJP15, SPLHCB14, CJP12]. Tags [MO12, HSH11, HDPC13, HQY16, LEW19, MLD12a, PLSD1E10, TG17, WCFW18].
taming [BBDL17]. tamper [MN10, NC13, WGM12]. tamper-evident [MN10]. Tamperable [ACM17].
Tampered [SSA13]. Tampering [CG14a, SRA17, SG17]. TAO [Sta13].
TECC [Cra12, Linn14b, Sah13]. TEA [CWP12]. Teaching [GY13]. Team [LS14, Pf10, Ant14]. Tear [Boy16].
Technique [HEK18, KBL11, ZLDD14, BBBP13, CPPT18, GCSÁdd11, SM12, SKS18, TS16a, ZWS18]. Techniques [Bit17, DA12, GOS12, HPC10, HL14b, LW12, Mor12, PJ12, AB10b, BM13, FGFP14, Gil10, HT13, KHF10, LH11a, OO18, VN17, WMX17, Joh10].
technologies [JAE10, JAS11, Lan10, MWP19].
Technology [CGB10, Fol16, IEE11a, Wu16, Ham19, IMB17]. telecare [LWK18, MA17]. Telephone [SKE14].
Television [DTE17]. Tell [Cer14].
Template [NGA1H16, SKV12, AT1, GCSÁdd11].
Templates [DWB12, AHM+18]. temporal [JMWM+16, MHT+13, XMHD13].
temporal-credential-based [JMWM+16, XMHD13]. Tenant [TV15].
terahertz [WW13]. Term
[SKV12, CFVP16]. termination [SRB+12].
Ternary [AD11]. Test
[HTC+15, JEA+15, LSWM16, MZHY15, SS10b, WH18, HTC17, ZCL+19, Ano16g].
Testable [RMP10]. tester
[RPSL10, SY15b]. Testing
[Cou12, SS12a, AY14a, BJR+14]. Tests
[GLG12, MS12b, Sim15a]. Texas [IEE13].
Text [GdM16, SMSK18, ZZ18, CSR, SI12, SWW+17]. Text-dependent [GdM16].
Textbook [PP10a]. Texture [TSH17].
Theft [Ber12, Ber17, BTM15]. Their
[CZLC12b, CK18, JSK+17, NR12, CQX18, Hof16, IK15, KK10, Sti11]. them
[HLV10, JSK+16, Rus15]. Theological
[SS10c]. Theorem [Lau12, HF14a].
Theorem-based [Lau12]. Theoretical
[CVM14, MAL10, WSS12, CDGC12, SD10, SKEG14]. theoretical [KL13, ZZ15, Gas13].
Theoretically [TWZ11]. Theories
[ABR12]. 
Theory [ACM10, ACM11, CCKM16, CDFZ16, CDFS10, Cra12, FGM10, FBM12, FS15, 
Hes12, LW11a, Lin14b, Nac12, Per13, PJ12, RBP15, RST15a, RST15b, Sah13, SAKM16, 
Sh10, Wes16, Yan10, Abe10, AB10b, Bul10b, CFR11, Gil10, LPZJ15, MZA+13, McG11, 
YTM+14, Cra12, Lin14b, Sah13, vDKS11].
theory-based [LPZJ15]. There
[Cer15, MK10, Mck11, SM13]. Thin
[Chi16]. things [FQZF18, AAC+16, 
CLF+17, Ham19, HZL18, JKAU19, 
LNK+18b, LGH+17, NLLJ12, NLY15, 
PLGMCf18, SB17, WCCH18, YCT15].
Third [jCPB+12, QZL+16b, Sen10, BL10, 
ED19, Kip13]. Third-Party [QZL+16b].
Third-Round [jCPB+12]. Thirteen
[AP13]. thou [BDK11]. Threat
[CSYY18, ALL+18, Ven14]. Threats
[AJA16, ERLM16, GSC17, LJS+14]. Three
[CL15a, HXc+11, LZX+12b, PC16, Shi11, 
YKNS12, AIB+16, IC17, JKL+16, LNK+18a, 
LNK+18b, LML+13, Tso13, TKHK14, 
XCL13, YC12, YZZ+14].
Three-Dimensional [LZC+12b].
Three-Factor [HXC+11, AIB+16, IC17, 
JKL+16, LNK+18a, LNK+18b].
Three-party [LML+13, Tso13, TKHK14, 
XCL13, YC12, YZZ+14]. Threshold
[CT11b, Cil11, FGM10, GLW13, HYS11, 
LWL10b, SSU12, St12, Tan11, WYCF14, 
WLH15, YFF12, YHK+10, YLA+13, 
ZCL+12, DZ14, FGMP12, HF14a, HH15, 
OO10, QD16, SES+16, Shy15, SGM16, 
TD14, ZXJ+14, ZPWY12]. thresholding
[PC14]. thrive [Sch12b]. throughput
[MAK+12]. Thru [SYC+17, SYW17].
Thwart [LJS+14]. Thwarting
[TXT10]. Ticket [XHCH14]. Ticket-based
[XHCH14]. tickets [LMJC11]. tied
[Men13b]. Ties [PYM+15]. Tight
[GDCC16, LPS12, LLL18]. Tightly
[HLLG18]. Time [ASBD16, Ano17d, App14, 
AYS15, BJL16, Che17, FD11, GSC17, HC17, 
HGT15, IF16, JWJ+17, JEA+15, KME+12, 
LCL+17a, NA10a, Nov10, PNRC17, Ste15b, 
WLZL12, YE12, Ay14a, Ano15d, BM15, 
CC14, DCAT12, FHH10a, GPLZ13, HU15, 
LW10, LW13b, LML+13, MK11, Ano16g].
Time-area [Nov10]. Time-Memory
[ASBD16]. Time-Series [BJL16].
Time-Specific [KME+12]. Time-Spread
[HGT15]. Timed
[Ja14b, Kfos12, Tan15a, Unr15, WSS12].
Timed-Ephemerizer [Tan15a].
Timed-Release [KFO12, Unr15, WSS12].
Timing [BGN17, GY14b, Hay13, LGR14, 
AGH+17, SRB+12]. Tiny [ZOC10]. Titan
[PP10b]. Titan-R [PP10b]. TLS
[AP13, BBBD+17, BFCZ12, BJR+14, 
CFN+14, Dva11]. TLS-based [PP11].
Today [Ber16a, Mac12]. Toeplitz [Ye10].
Token [TYK+12, ZM16, IMB17, Jac16].
Top [SS12a, SS10c, Sta13, CHX13]. top- [CHX13]. Top-Fanin [SS12a]. Top-Secret [SS10c]. Topics [SCPSN10a, SCPSN10b, AB10b, Dun12b, Kial11, Pie10].
Topology [HHMK14]. Topology-Preserving [HHMK14]. Tor [LLY+12a]. Toronto [MV12]. Tossing [ALR13, DSMM14, Fok12, BB14].
Trusted [AWS17, EAA12, FPY15, YCR16, ED19, HTCS+10, Kip13, XZLW15].
Tunnels [Cir16]. Tunny [Cop10a]. Turing [DN12, FMTR12, HL10a, LCCJ13, WCL+18].
Transfer [AN12, BCPV11, LSL12b, pNyWyY+14, OWHS12, SM12, YWN1W5, BU13, MO14, NES+14, PC14, TK14, yWyWyYpN13].
Transformation [CRE+12, FJHJ12, XNB13, tWmCI2, GZH12, HQZH14, PGLL10]. transformations [CJXX19, SA14].
Transparency-Orientated [TJZF12]. Transparent [CCW+10, XTK10, ZHS+19]. Transport [RBHP15, TW14]. Trapdoor [BKWP12, CWWL12, Mat14, RPSL10, CSZ+11, CW12a]. treatment [YSM14].
Two-Round [HHG14]. Two-Server [YLW13, KMTG12, CSD18]. TwoFishe [MD12a]. TWS [OKG12]. Type [AKP12, CFL13, PFS12, SH15, BNST17, SYL13, WB12]. Type-based [CFL13, SYL13]. Type-Flaw [SH15]. Types [BCEM15].


updatable [LCL17a]. Update [BCE+10, KE19, LQY10, FS18, WFLX17].
updating [GCSAdP11, LJWY18]. Upper [AMVZ12]. URLs [AY14a]. USA [Dun12b, IEE13, Kia11, Lin14b, Pie10, Ral10, ACM10, ACM11, IEE10, IEE11b].
Usability [RAZS15]. Usable [DL15, TGC16]. usage [AKK17, BHCdFR12]. Use [CSV15, DFKC17, KOS16, NR12, YT12, der10, CZ15b, Die12, Hof16, KK10, MBF13, OO10, Sti11, UK18]. Used
useful

dCCSB\textsuperscript{+16}. **Usenet** [Bel18]. **User**
[BLK17, BKJP12, FLH13, Gdm16, Har16, JN12, LLC11, LCL17b, MZY15, MBC15, MM17, OdH12, PDT12, RW+16, SZDL14, SPM+13, WgMdZIZ12, WgMW12, ZHS+19, ZPW16, AaBT16, ATKH+17, APK+18, BT18, CH10, CHS11, CLJ13, DSCS12, GH16, GTSS19, HL14, KKM+13, KLW+16, KDW+17, LH10c, LNM+11, LNK13, LH13, MM12, OKG+12, hSZ15, SHBC19, WDKV19, WT01a, WOLS12, YHL+10]. **User-centric** [BLV17]. **User-controlled** [Har16]. **User-Friendly** [SZDL14, WOLS12]. **User-Generated** [LCL17b]. **User-Level** [BKJP12]. **user-participating** [CH10]. **User-Transparent** [ZHS+19].

users [Rus15]. **Using** [ABS+12, ABB+14, Ano15a, Ayu12, ARM15, BBC+13, BCPV11, Bee17, BFMT16, BKLS12, BJ+14, CST+17, IOV+18, LLG15, YM+13]. **utilization** [NZM10].

V2G [TODQ18, BT18]. **Validating** [GIJ+12]. **Validation** [FPY15, BJR+14]. **Validity** [BCF16]. **valuable** [Ana14]. **Value** [LSL12b, YWW10, BWA13, Svo14]. **valued** [BNA15, TMK11]. **VANET** [PZBF18, WLZ+16, Wu17]. **VANETs** [BMM12, CGCGPDMG12, CST+17, IOV+18, LLG15, YM+13]. **Variability** [VDB+16, SHBC19]. **Variable** [CHHW12, CMS17, DTZZ12]. **variable-interval** [DTZZ12]. **Variables** [BB10]. **Variant** [AAE+14, MVVR12, ZXWA18]. **Variants** [ASS15, BB10, Hin10]. **Variation** [DWZ12]. **Variations** [DSB16]. **Varied** [GZ12]. **varieties** [LR15]. **Varying** [GKCK11]. **vault** [KHMB13]. **VBF** [ACZ16]. **VBTree** [WL19]. **VDTNs** [PPS+13]. **Vector** [ACZ16, HHHK14, JHJN12, Kawa15, ZYT13, ZM16, DWZ12, LLM+19, PW010, TTL10, ZZ15]. **vector-form** [DWZ12]. **Vectorial**

[DDQL12, FY11]. **Vegas** [IEE10]. **Vehicular**

[HHKL15, ZWH+16, KM10b, SGCTR+16]. **Vein** [KLY+12]. **Velski** [BBB16b]. **Ventilated** [RSCX18]. **Vera** [Ayu12].

**Verifiability** [RST15a, RST15b, VSR12, WWHIL2, YMC+17, BRR+15, Hwa11].

**Verifiable** [CFE16, CRST15, Fuc11, HYS11, HLC12, LLL+18, QD16, RDZ+16, SZQ+17, XWJ16, YNR12a, YCR16, LZY+16, LJJ+17, NMP+13, PHGR16, QS18, XWS17, ZZ15]. **verifiably** [SEXY18, ZLY10]. **Verification** [App15, ABR12, BL15, CCK12, CC16, CCK16].
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